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Futures markets meet the economic needs of the people who pro-
duce, purchase, and trade commodities. By usmg the futures 
market to establish a price for the commodities they wish to buy or 
sell, these people can introduce a degree of economic certainty into 
their businesses . Since the purchasers and producers of agricultural 
commodities are particularly subject to the risk of price fluctuation, 
futures trading can be especially beneficial to them. 
All trading in futures markets is carried out by means of the futures 
contract, which is a legally binding agreement between a long 
trader and a short trader. When two traders enter into a futures 
contract, the short promises to deliver the commodity on a particular 
date to a specified location for a set price . The long agrees to accept 
delivery under those same conditions. The terms "long" and "short" 
simply designate the trader's position in the futures market. Traders 
are further classified either as speculators or hedgers. Hedgers are 
traders who either own or expect to own a commodity. They 
generally operate both in the cash and futures markets, using the 
former to acquire or deliver a commodity and the latter to establish 
a price for the commodity. Speculators are traders who own no com-
modity and trade only in the futures market. They absorb price risk 
from hedgers and try to profit from price fluctuations. 
Hedging offers producers a number of advantages. Because it 
reduces the risk of price fluctuation, it enables them to stabilize 
their incomes and can greatly facilitate their financial planning. 
Of course, dealing in futures cannot guarantee producers a profit, 
but it does provide a useful marketing tool they can use when other 
marketing devices do not seem suitable. In order to get the best 
results from hedging, producers need to learn as much as they can 
about how the futures market works and what it can do for them. 
By learning about the futures market, lenders who are involved 
in agriculture can benefit almost as much as producers. Like pro-
ducers, lenders are faced with the problem of reducing risks. When 
making a loan, they need some assurance that their customers will 
be able to pay them back. That assurance is what the futures market, 
if used wisely, can provide. Because it reduces the risk associated 
with farm businesses, it decreases the likelihood that farmers might 
have to default on their loans. Lenders can often safely loan more 
money to hedged producers than to those who do not use the futures 
market. 
Since both producers and lenders have something to gain from 
futures trading, it is in their best interest to work together closely 
in using the futures market to manage risks. The purpose of this 
circular is to help farmers and lenders prepare to participate in 
futures trading as a cooperative venture. It includes a brief descrip-
tion of the futures market, defines the terms and explains important 
concepts in futures trading, discusses various kinds of hedging 
procedures, and explains how producers and lenders can use the 
futures market in the financial planning of a farm business . 
A Description of Futures Markets 
The Origin of Futures Markets 
Futures markets were first used in the United States by Midwest 
grain merchants to compensate for some of the inadequacies of exist-
ing markets. After the opening in 1848 of the Illinois-Michigan Canal, 
which connected the Illinois River and Lake Michigan, active grain 
trading developed along the river. Merchants purchased grain, 
primarily com, from local farmers during the fall and winter, stored 
it until the following spring when the river and canal thawed, and 
then shipped it to Chicago. Because farmers usually demanded im-
mediate cash payments, the merchants had either to pay them directly 
from their own funds or borrow the money. Lenders, however, 
hesitated to make loans when the price of the stored grain was un-
certain. To reduce the uncertainty, the merchants began going to 
Chicago to make contracts for delivery of grain at a firm price in 
the spring. As a result, they shifted the risk of price changes away 
from themselves onto Chicago businessmen who were prepared 
to take the risk. Since the merchants no longer carried all the price 
risk involved in holding grain inventories themselves, lenders 
became more willing to loan them money. 
Much of the description of the futures market in the early sections of this circular is 
adapted from T.A. Hieronymus, Uses of Grain Futures Markets in the Farm Business, 
University of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 696. That bulletin is 
no longer in print. 
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2 Description 
Gradually, country and Chicago com merchants found other people 
who were willing to buy their contracts, and it became fairly common 
for contracts to change hands several times before delivery occurred. 
By the late 1860s trading practices had developed into rules, con-
tracts had become standardized, and a regular time and place for 
trading had been established. 
The advantages of futures contracts quickly became apparent to 
traders in other commodities. Not long after the futures contract 
for com was developed, merchants in Chicago began to trade con-
tracts for wheat. At about the same time contracts for cotton carne 
into use in New York. Then between 1900 and 1920 contracts for 
butter and eggs were established in Chicago followed by contracts 
for soybean products in the late 1930s. Futures contracts for livestock 
are a more recent development. They were created for live beef 
cattle in 1964 and for live hogs in 1966. 
Each commodity contract developed in response to similar com-
mercial needs and followed much the same evolutionary pattern. 
In each case, what began as a system of exchanging cash contracts 
for future delivery gradually developed into formalized futures 
trading. The markets were not developed simply to provide a 
separate market for speculators . Futures markets are firmly rooted in 
commerce and serve as an extension of the cash market. 
The Futures Contract 
A futures contract is created when a buyer and seller enter the 
market and promise to exchange a commodity in the future at a 
particular price. The market places no limit on the number of con-
tracts that can be created (in contrast to corporations, which sell 
only a certain number of shares of stock). At the time a contract is 
created no title changes hands, and only a minimal amount of 
money is posted by both sides to guarantee performance. 
Unlike most other legally binding agreements, futures contracts 
can easily be liquidated. In fact, very few contracts (only 2 percent) 
are ever held to maturity and consummated. The reason is that traders 
very seldom enter the market for the purpose of delivering or acquir-
ing a commodity. Most traders use futures contracts either to pro-
tect themselves from price fluctuations or to profit from them. For 
reasons that will be explained in a later section of this circular, 
traders usually find that those purposes are best served when they 
liquidate their futures contracts before delivery. 
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Almost every aspect of the futures contract - including its size, 
the place of delivery, the quality of the commodity, and the month 
of maturity- is highly standardized. The standard contract size 
for major grains such as com, wheat, and soybeans is 5,000 bushels. 
Soybean meal is traded in 100-ton units, soybean oil in 60,000-pound 
units, and live beef cattle and live hogs in units of 40,000 and 30,000 
pounds of live weight, respectively. There are a few exceptions to 
these standard contract sizes . For example, the Mid-America Com-
modity Exchange in Chicago has futures contracts for some grains 
in 1,000-bushel units and contracts for hogs in units of15,000 pounds. 
Each contract specifies the quality and grade of the commodity that 
are acceptable although some substitution and variation are allowed 
at appropriate discounts and premiums. Except for the delivery 
month and price, the terms of all contracts for a particular commodity 
are identical. 
Trading is authorized only for certain delivery months, and de-
livery can take place only on certain days within those months. 
These are the contract delivery months for some of the major com-
modities: 
Corn Wheat Soybeans Cattle Hogs 
December July September January February 
March September November February April 
May December January April June 
July March March June July 
September May May August August 
July October October 
August December December 
Those months were adopted from existing trade practices, and there 
is nothing sacred about them. The main reason there are not con-
tracts for every month is that the volume of trading would not be 
sufficiently large in the present contract months if others were added. 
The location at which delivery can be made is another aspect 
of trading that is highly standardized. The primary market for most 
grains is Chicago. Livestock can be delivered to certain terminal 
markets in the Midwest. The delivery points for livestock in Illinois 
are Peoria, Joliet, and East St. Louis. The location and conditions 
of delivery are specified in each contract. When the commodity is 
delivered and inspected, the buyer is issued a warehouse receipt 
or inspection certificate. 
4 Description 
The Exchanges 
Trading in futures contracts can take place only in licensed con-
tract markets or exchanges . There are several exchanges in the United 
States . The oldest and largest is the Chicago Board of Trade, which 
operated initially as a cash market in 1848 and started trading futures 
contracts in 1865. Some of the exchanges are located in New York. 
They offer futures contracts for such items as cotton, potatoes, 
coffee, sugar, cocoa, frozen concentrated orange juice, metals, and 
monetary instruments . Over half of futures trading, though, occurs 
at the Chicago Board of Trade and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. 
The Board of Trade specializes in grain products, and the Mercantile 
Exchange concentrates on livestock. Both exchanges also handle 
many nonagricultural contracts. 
The exchanges are organized in much the same way as corpor-
ations. They have officers, a board of directors, and various com-
mittees that direct the activities of the exchange . The functions of 
the exchange are (1) to provide a place for trading, (2) to establish 
trading rules and standards of business conduct, (3) to supervise and 
enforce those rules and standards, ( 4) to write contracts, (5) to settle 
disputes and guarantee contract settlements, and (6) to collect and 
disseminate market information to members and the public. The ex-
changes also report to the public the amount of trading that takes 
place and the size of the market. An indication of the former is given 
by the volume, which is the number of contracts that have been 
traded during a specific trading period. The size of the market is 
reflected by the open interest, which is the number of contracts that 
are still outstanding or that have not been offset. Since every contract 
involves two market positions, a long and a short, the open interest 
can be determined by adding up either all the shorts or all the longs, 
but not both. 
Each exchange is composed of a certain number of memberships 
that can be bought and sold . Memberships on the Chicago Board 
of Trade and Chicago Mercantile Exchange cost over $250,000 and 
are available only to individuals although a corporation may under-
write the cost of membership for an individual. Members come 
from all areas of commercial trade. They include producers, mer-
chants, elevator operators, packers, processors, exporters, brokerage 
house representatives, and professional speculators. Only members 
can trade on an exchange; the exchange itself cannot trade futures 
contracts. A nonmember can take part in futures trading, however, 
by becoming the customer either of an account executive (who is 
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also known as a registered representative) or a futures commission 
merchant. These people solicit business and execute the commodity 
trade orders that have been requested by their public clients . 
Orders are traded in pits, which are generally hexagonal structures 
with four or five steps descending into the center. The pit is con-
structed in such a way that all the traders can see one another. Con-
tracts for the various delivery months are traded in different areas 
of the pit, and trading can take place only during certain hours. 
While trading is taking place, market reporters in each pit record the 
transactions. The results of the trading are transmitted immediately 
to all parts of the world by a sophisticated communications service. 
A variety of people take part in pit trading. Some are brokers acting 
on instructions initiated by public customers and transmitted by 
futures commission merchants . Other traders are in the pit to carry 
out the instructions of firms that are involved daily in the cash 
market. Professional speculators also pit trade, absorbing other 
traders' price risks and trying to profit from price fluctuations. The 
participation of a large number of traders makes the futures market 
more competitive and gives it the necessary liquidity for partici-
pants to trade without making large price concessions . 
Regulation of Futures Trading 
Trading in futures contracts is regulated both by the federal 
government and the exchanges . Together they help keep futures 
trading open and competitive, and relatively free of price fixing, 
distortion, and collusion. 
The legislative basis for federal regulation is the Commodity 
Futures Trading Act of 1974, which is an extension of the Com-
modities Exchange Act of 1936. Federal regulation is carried out 
by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, a five-person 
administrative body appointed by the President. Its purposes are 
to ensure proper execution of customer orders and to prevent unlaw-
ful manipulation, price distortion, fraud, cheating, fictitious trades, 
and misuse of customer funds . It accomplishes these purposes by 
(1) licensing futures exchanges, (2) registering brokers and futures 
commission merchants, (3) auditing records and bank accounts, ( 4) 
surveilling the trading, (5) regulating the total position that may be 
held by one trader, (6) publicizing market reports, and (7) by inves-
tigating complaints and prosecuting violators. 
The exchanges work both independently of and in cooperation 
with the federal government to prevent many of the abuses mentioned 
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in the preceding paragraph. In addition, the exchanges are respon-
sible for seeing that traders follow general business practices and 
for establishing the rules by which trading is conducted. For ex-
ample, each exchange sets daily price limits and minimum move-
ments for price quotations. In the livestock market, prices must 
move at least 2.5¢ per hundredweight if they move at all . But prices 
cannot vary more than $1.50 per hundredweight above or below the 
price at which the market closed on the previous day. As a result, 
on any given day the price of livestock can fluctuate only within a 
$3-per-hundredweight range. In grain markets the minimum 
movement for price quotations is 1/4¢ per bushel. The daily price 
limits are 10¢ for com, 30¢ for soybeans, and 20¢ for wheat. For 
some commodities the daily limit rules are different during delivery 
months and when prices have moved the limit in one direction 
for three days in succession. Daily price limits sometimes have to 
be modified as a result of varying economic conditions. The purpose 
of these limits is to protect traders from market overreaction. They 
give traders an opportunity to think about the market situation 
overnight before trading resumes . 
Trading in Futures Markets 
Long and Short 
The terms "long" and "short," as mentioned previously, are used 
to describe a trader's position in the futures market. You can go long 
by making a contract to purchase a commodity on a certain date in 
the future, or go short in the market by promising to deliver a com-
modity and accept payment for it. To go long means to "buy," and to 
go short means to "sell." In order for you to take a position, someone 
else must be willing to assume the opposite position. For every long in 
the market, there must be a short, and short selling must be done as 
frequently as long purchasing. You do not have to be long in the 
futures market in order to go short. Nor is it necessary that either party 
to a contract have a position in the cash market at the time the futures 
contract is initiated. You can contract to sell a commodity even if you 
do not yet own it. The contract is merely a promise to meet certain 
conditions in the future and is seldom allowed to mature. 
Most traders liquidate their positions in the market by buying 
if they originally sold or by selling if they originally purchased. For 
example, assume that a trader decides to go long and buys a 5,000-
bushel contract of May com at $2.75 per bushel and that another 
trader goes short and sells com at the same price. These traders 
could be trying to accomplish any one of several purposes. They 
could either be hedgers placing and lifting hedges, speculators 
buying and selling contracts to make a profit, or some combination 
of both . If before May the contract price rises to $3, the long trader 
can sell the contract and obtain a profit of 25¢ per bushel or $1,250 
minus the commission charge, which ranges from $45 to $60 de-
pending on the commodity. (The commission covers both the original 
and offsetting transactions. It is deducted from the customer's 
account only after the position is closed and the trader is liquidated 
from the market.) The long profits when prices increase. If the short 
trader closes out the futures position when the contract is trading 
at $3, he or she will lose 25¢ per bushel plus the commission. 
Now suppose that the original price falls from $2.75 to $2.50. If 
both traders then liquidate their market positions, the long loses 
and the short gains 25¢ per bushel or $1,250 minus the commission. 
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The short makes a profit when prices fall . No matter how prices 
fluctuate, for every dollar lost on the market a dollar is gained by 
someone else. The futures market is a zero-sum game in which 
there is an equal transfer of money between losers and gainers. 
Types of Orders 
A trader can alter his or her position in the market by placing 
one of several types of orders . The simplest is the market order. 
It instructs the broker either to buy or sell a certain number of con-
tracts promptly for the most advantageous price. To complete the 
order, the- broker may have to bid the price up to buy contracts 
or lower the price to sell them. As long as the market is active and 
the order is not too large, market orders can be filled with little or 
no price concession . 
If you are more anxious to obtain the best possible price than to 
buy or sell contracts quickly, you can place a limit order, which 
specifies when or for what price a contract can be executed. You may 
get the order filled under reasonable conditions, but you run the 
risk of not getting it filled at all. 
You can guard against a disastrous loss or protect an existing 
profit by placing a stop-loss order. It is designed to protect the 
customer who sells or buys a contract from a drastic increase or 
decrease in price. When placing this type of order, you request 
that the market position be liquidated if the price of the commodity 
reaches a certain level. If it does reach that level, the stop-loss order 
becomes a market order and may be filled at some price concession. 
The spread order is somewhat more complicated. In placing a 
spread order, you simultaneously buy a contract for one delivery 
month and sell a contract for another delivery month . You should 
make this transaction when you feel reasonably certain that the 
difference between the commodity prices for two contract months is 
going to increase or decrease. For example, if the futures price of 
May com exceeds that of March com and it seems likely that the dif-
ference between the May price and the March price will increase, 
you may place an order to buy May com and to sell March com. You 
should do the opposite if you think the difference between those 
prices will decrease. To use the spread order successfully, you must 
have a thorough understanding of price relationships, a subject 
that will be taken up in a later section of this circular. There are 
several other types of orders, but they are much less frequently used 
by the customer public than the ones described here. 
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The Clearing House and Margin 
The task of balancing all futures market transactions is primarily 
the responsibility of the clearing house, an organization associated 
with the exchange . When traders and brokers complete their trans-
actions in the trading pit, they note the information on a card and 
send it to the clearing house. The clearing house assumes the 
opposite side of all the transactions that are reported, the long side 
to all shorts and the short side to all longs. Since the number of 
longs always equals the number of shorts, the clearing house has 
no net position in the market. The purpose of this system is to allow 
traders to originate and offset contracts at any time without having 
to locate the specific parties with whom they trade. By becoming a 
party to all trades, the clearing house makes futures contracts 
impersonal and easy to negotiate. 
In addition to facilitating the trading and settlement of contracts, 
the clearing house performs a banking function. In order to trade 
futures contracts, you must have an account with a futures com-
mission merchant regardless of whether you are a hedger or specu-
lator. Whenever you make a new trade, you must deposit a certain 
amount of money, called the initial margin, with an account execu-
tive, who in tum deposits a portion of the funds with the clearing 
house. The margin serves as a security deposit. You must make this 
deposit whether you enter the market from the long or short side. 
In addition to depositing the initial margin, you must at all times 
keep a certain amount of money, referred to as the maintenance 
margin level, in your account. The initial margin is generally about 
10 percent of the value of the contract, although the percentage 
varies according to whether you are speculating, hedging, or placing 
a spread order. Ultimately, the minimum deposit required depends 
on what the exchange considers an adequate guarantee. An account 
executive can require more than the minimum from a particular 
trader. The maintenance margin level is roughly three-fourths of 
the initial margin, but varies among the different commodities . 
Commodity margins have several functions. First, they guarantee 
performance on futures contracts. Second, they provide the futures 
market system with money so that the clearing house can collect 
from traders who lose in futures trading and pay those who gain. 
And third, since the initial and maintenance margins are only a 
fraction of the futures contract's full value, they enable customers 
to participate in trading without incurring too large a financial 
burden . In that respect, commodity margins are quite different 
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from margins on securities. When acqmnng securities, you may 
deposit a margin or down payment and must borrow the balance. 
Futures contracts, in contrast, can be acquired with a much smaller 
initial investment and as a result give you considerable financial 
leverage. 
At the end of each day of trading, the clearing house calculates 
the value of each open contract according to the final trading (settle-
ment) price . If your contract lost value in the course of the day, the 
clearing house debits your account. If the contract gained value, your 
account is credited. Suppose, for example, that two traders enter 
into a 5,000-bushel com contract, one long and the other short, at 
$2.75 per bushel and that the initial margin required is $2,000. If the 
price rises , which is what happens on days 2 and 3 in Table 1, the 
long trader's account is credited and the short's account is debited. 
When prices rise, money flows from the short to the long. On day 
4, however, the price suddenly drops 7¢ , and the clearing house trans-
fers $350 from the account of the long trader to that of the short. In 
these situations the clearing house acts only as a medium for the trans-
fer of money. Since the amount gained always equals the amount 
lost, the clearing house breaks even and has no debt position . 
When the equity in your account falls below the maintenance 
margin level, the account executive makes what is termed a margin 
call. You must then deposit additional funds to bring the equity 
position back up to the initial margin level. If you fail to deposit 
the funds, the account executive is authorized to close your trade. 
When your equity position surpasses the initial margin, you can 
withdraw all or part of the surplus if you desire. 
The examples shown in Table 2 illustrate how an equity position 
can grow or diminish as prices fluctuate . A trader buys a 5,000-
bushel contract of May com at $2.75 per bushel. The initial margin is 
Table 1. The Flow of Money Between Two Traders' Accounts 
Trader A (long) Trader B (short) 
Settlement Position Equity Position Equity 
price value in account value in account 
(dollars) 
Day 1 ..... 2.75 0 2,000 0 2,000 
Day 2 . .. .. 2.77 + 100 2,100 - 100 1,900 
Day 3 2.78 + 150 2,150 - 150 1,850 
Day 4 2.71 - 200 1,800 + 200 2,200 
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Table 2. A Margin Call and Capital Withdrawal 
Settlement Position 
price value Capital Equity 
Example 1 (dollars) 
Day 1 ..................... . .. 2.75 0 2,000 2,000 
Day 2 . . ... . ........ ........ .. 2.76 +50 2,000 2,050 
Day 3 .. ..... . ........... ... .. 2.73 - 100 2,000 1,900 
Day 4 .............. . ......... 2.68 - 350 2,000 1,650 
Margin call of $350 ........ ... - 350 2,350 2,000 
Example 2 
Day 1 ....... ................. 2.75 0 2,000 2,000 
Day 2 ...................... . . 2.85 +500 2,000 2,500 
Capital withdrawal of $500 .... +500 1,500 2,000 
$2,000, and the maintenance margin level is $1,750. In Example 1, at 
the end of the second day the price is $2.76. The trader makes $50, 
bringing the equity position up to $2,050. By the end of the third 
day, the price has fallen 3¢ to $2.73; the equity position is now 
$1,900. On the next day a 5¢ drop in the price brings the equity 
position down to $1,650, which is below the maintenance margin 
level of $1,750. The account executive makes a margin call, and the 
customer, if he or she wishes to maintain the market position, must 
deposit $350 to restore the account to the initial margin level. Of 
course, the trader always has the option of getting out of the market 
rather than posting the additional funds . 
In Example 2 the price jumps from $2.75 to $2.85, an increase that 
brings the value of the customer's position up to $2,500. The customer 
may withdraw the $500 surplus. However, because futures prices 
fluctuate daily, it is not worthwhile to make small withdrawals 
perfunctorily. You and your account executive should have a clear 
understanding as to what will be done with the surplus funds in 
your account. 
The Economic Functions 
of Futures Markets 
The futures market is clearly a highly regularized and carefully 
managed institution. It could not have developed into such an institu-
tion without substantial commercial support. It has received that 
support primarily because it performs valuable economic functions. 
Risk Shifting 
One of the most important economic functions the market per-
forms is to protect the owners and producers of commodities from 
price fluctuation . Anyone who owns a commodity runs the risk 
that it may decline in value. Anyone engaged in the production of 
a commodity runs the double risk that the commodity might lose 
value at the same time that materials essential to production increase 
in value. The futures market allows producers and merchants to 
lessen the effect of price fluctuation by enabling them to establish 
a value for their output and inputs and transfer at least part of the 
risk of price changes to someone else. 
Shifting risk through the futures market is called hedging. If 
you own or expect to own a commodity, you can shift the risk as-
sociated with that commodity either by going short or long in the 
futures market. For example, if you are buying com for your hog 
feeding operation, you can protect yourself against a rise in the com 
price by going long. Or if you are producing or storing some com-
modity such as soybeans, you can guard against a sharp decline 
in the price by going short. The amount of futures you sell or buy 
may be approximately equal to the amount of commodity you own 
or expect to own. Generally, however, you should seldom sell or 
buy futures for the full amount of commodity you have or need. 
Producers, for example, usually hedge no more than about two-
thirds of their anticipated crop. You should be hesitant to commit 
more because you cannot know with complete certainty when sell-
ing futures before harvest how much commodity you will own by 
the time the futures contract matures. 
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Hedgers operate in two markets. They trade forward contracts 
in the futures market and physical commodity in the cash market. 
Farmers or merchants who hold inventory are long in the cash 
market. If prices fall, they lose money. If prices rise, they profit. 
Inventory holders can offset the risk of price fluctuation by selling 
futures contracts and becoming short hedgers. They are then long 
cash and short futures . Producers who expect to buy commodities 
do just the opposite to protect themselves against price increases. 
They buy futures and become long hedgers. 
When hedgers buy or sell futures, they usually have no intention 
of letting the contract mature. They almost always deliver or acquire 
a commodity through the cash market. The futures contract acts 
merely as a temporary substitute for a cash transaction. When you 
decide to sell or buy a commodity in the cash market, you should 
simultaneously liquidate your position in the futures market. 
Because cash and futures prices tend to move up and down some-
what together, you gain about as much in one transaction as you 
lose in the other. If, for example, prices in the cash market drop 
considerably, you lose on your cash transaction . If you are a short 
hedger, however, since futures prices will also have dropped, you 
can buy back your futures contract at a profit and gain at least part 
of what you lost . If you are hedged long, on the other hand, you 
lose in the futures transaction when prices fall, but make up for 
the loss in the cash transaction. By hedging, you can establish an 
approximate price for your output or input, shift the risk of price 
fluctuation to someone else, and guarantee a reasonable return from 
your business operation. 
The person who absorbs the risk of price changes by purchasing 
a futures contract from or selling one to the hedger is a speculator. 
Speculators are traders who either do not own a commodity or own 
less than the amount that is being traded in a particular futures 
transaction . They enter the futures market hoping to profit through 
prudent buying and selling of contracts . Because speculators greatly 
increase the number of traders in the market and bring to it a will-
ingness to absorb risks , they play just as important a role in the 
futures market as hedgers. 
Forward Pricing 
A second economic function performed by futures trading is 
forward pricing. This function is particularly important because 
it helps ration the supply of seasonally produced commodities such 
as grain . Largely as a result of forward pricing, the grain stock is never 
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entirely depleted, nor is there ever too large a surplus for a particular 
year. 
The rationing of grain is controlled by current and forward prices, 
which are determined by the actions and expectations of traders, 
commercial users, and inventory holders. Every day these people 
receive and try to interpret new information about the supply of 
grain and the rate at which it is being used. If most of them believe 
that grain is in short supply, they rightly assume that this scarcity 
will cause prices to rise, and they react by purchasing to increase 
their inventories of grain for future use. The results of this increased 
buying are that the current price of grain is driven up and many 
potential buyers of grain for current use are driven out of the market. 
A reduction in the rate of current use ensures that grain will be 
available later in the year. If, on the other hand, most traders con-
clude that grain supplies are ample, they tend not to build their 
inventories of grain for future use . As a result, the price of grain 
does not rise as much, and buyers of grain for current use are at-
tracted into the market by the relatively low prices. The increase 
in current use ensures that there will be no more than the necessary 
carry-over of grain supplies to the next year. 
The price situation is not quite as stable as this explanation may 
suggest. In trying to establish forward prices, traders cannot foresee 
all the events that may affect the supply of and demand for grain. 
They constantly receive new information that forces them to re-
evaluate their market positions. As they weigh that information 
and react by getting in or out of the market, prices tend to fluctuate. 
If many traders are trying to buy, prices go up . If market conditions 
pressure traders to sell, prices fall. At any particular time the futures 
prices reflect the balance of trader judgment on expected 
economic events. 
Since farmers make up the largest group of inventory holders, 
they can have a significant effect on the formation of prices. Their 
role in price formation is similar to that performed by traders 
in the futures market. If farmers expect that the price of their com-
modities will rise, they can keep them in storage. When a large 
number of them decide to hold on to their inventories, prices rise . 
On the other hand, if they believe that prices will decline, they can 
either sell their cash commodities, forward contract to country 
elevators, or sell futures. These actions may drive prices down. What 
farmers expect to happen and how they respond to events has a 
substantial effect on prices. 
The position of livestock producers in forward pricing is different 
from that of their counterparts in grain production. Unlike grain 
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producers, livestock producers cannot store and hold on to their 
commodities for long periods of time. Because livestock is con-
tinuously produced, there really is no fixed inventory that can be 
stored and rationed throughout the year. The continuous nature of 
livestock production does, however, afford some important advan-
tages, particularly for feedlot operators . For instance, when prices 
change, they can alter their production plans more readily than 
producers of other types of commodities. If they consider a forward 
price favorable, they can accept this price through the futures market 
and perhaps step up production. If, on the other hand, they do not 
think this price will give them a reasonable return; they can ignore 
the futures market and perhaps cut back production. Of course, all 
producers can exercise these options to some degree. Livestock 
producers, however, have greater flexibility than others in changing 
production plans to fit new price situations. 
Securing Capital 
Producers who use the futures market to manage risks or are 
aided by market speculators in making production decisions might 
also use the market in their financial planning. Trading in futures 
may enable you to obtain additional operating capital or financial 
leverage. This third function of the market is closely related to 
hedging. By hedging you can establish a value for your commodity 
and stabilize your income. This stabilizing effect makes you a better 
financial risk than you would be otherwise. You are more likely to 
be able to pay off loans, and the value of your collateral, which 
would normally be the commodity you own or produce, is more 
secure. It follows that lenders who understand how the market can 
be used to manage risks should be more willing to loan you money 
if you are hedged. In fact, it is quite possible that you could obtain 
a loan of at least 90 percent of the value of your stored commodity 
as well as enough money to meet any margin calls. If prices decline, 
the loss in the value of the inventory is offset by whatever gain is 
made when the futures contract is closed out. If prices rise and you 
have to meet margin calls, the expense is offset by a gain in the value 
of the inventory. Whether prices rise or fall, the loan remains rela-
tively secure. 
Clearly, the futures market has strong potential as a financial 
instrument. So far, however, that potential has not been fully 
realized. There is little current evidence that producers who are 
hedged necessarily obtain larger loans than those who are not. 
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It seems reasonable to assume that when lenders have a better 
understanding of the futures market, they will be more interested 
in taking advantage of its financial implications. The benefits for 
both producers and lenders could be substantial. 
Suppose, for example, that a feedlot operator wants to increase 
the number of livestock on feed. Unless the operator is hedged, a 
lender may not be willing to loan more than about 60 percent of the 
value of the additional feeders because of the uncertainties involved 
in the beef market. If the operator has $20,000 equity for expansion, 
the lender can provide only an additional $30,000 (60 percent of the 
total), giving the operator a total of $50,000 with which to carry 
out plans for expansion. However, if the operator is sensibly hedged, 
the lender might be willing to loan as much as 90 percent of the 
value of the additional feeders . In that case the operator would 
have $200,000 to invest, his own $20,000 (10 percent of the value of 
the feeders) and $180,000 (90 percent of their value) from the lender. 
The hedged operator can conceivably acquire four times more 
capital than the operator who is not hedged. This additional finan-
cial leverage may enable the operator to take advantage of production 
and marketing opportunities that would not have been available 
otherwise. 
Although hedging may reduce risks and create new opportuni-
ties - to acquire additional operating capital or to establish the price 
of a commodity within a certain range - it does not ensure success 
or eliminate risk entirely, nor does it make good managers out of 
bad ones. In fact, hedging merely enables you to exchange one kind 
of risk for another that is more manageable. The risk unhedged 
producers face is that cash prices will change drastically. Once you 
are hedged, you need not be as concerned about fluctuations in 
price levels. Because you are involved in both the cash and futures 
markets , your primary concern should be changes in the relation-
ship between cash and futures prices. Those changes determine 
whether you gain or lose money when you make one transaction 
in the cash market and simultaneously make the opposite trans-
action in the futures market. Since those changes follow a more or 
less consistent pattern year after year, anticipating them is less 
difficult and involves less risk for many people than anticipating 
changes in cash prices. 
Understanding the Basis 
The term "basis" is used to describe price relationships. It is 
the difference between the quoted futures price for a particular 
delivery month and the cash price at the local market. To use the 
futures market successfully, you must have a thorough understand-
ing of the basis, the typical pattern of basis movements, and the 
conditions that sometimes cause the basis to depart from that 
pattern. Since the basis does not have the same implications for 
nonstorable as for storable commodities, the term is discussed 
separately for the two kinds of markets. 
Storable Commodities 
The cash and futures markets for storable commodities such as 
grain are together referred to as a carrying charge market. In this 
market, there is a charge for holding cash grain, but not for holding 
futures contracts. The charge includes the costs for storing the cash 
grain until the delivery month. In most communities there is in 
addition to the carrying charge a charge for transporting grain to 
the delivery point. The basis, or difference between the cash and 
futures prices for storable commodities, reflects both the carrying 
charge and transportation costs. Suppose, for example, that in 
east central Illinois (Ecn the cash price for corn on a particular day 
during harvest is $2.90. If on the same day the December corn con-
tract is trading at $3.10 in Chicago, the December basis in ECI is 
referred to as 20 under. Theoretically, the 20¢ difference reflects 
the cost of storing the corn until December and transporting it to 
Chicago. The basis is usually larger for each successive delivery 
month within the crop year. Thus, if on the same day during harvest 
in ECI the March corn contract is trading at $3.20, the March basis 
is 30 under. The additional 10¢ reflects the extra cost of storing 
the grain until March. 
The basis varies not only according to time, but according to 
the location of the cash market. For example, at Sidney, Illinois, on 
September 10 the November basis for soybeans will probably not be 
quite the same as at Mahomet, Illinois. One reason is that the cost of 
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transporting soybeans from one of these communities to Chicago is 
not likely to equal the cost of transporting soybeans from the other. 
Another reason is that, since supply and demand conditions are 
different in these communities, so is the cash price. At Chicago the 
basis on the same day would naturally be smaller than at either of the 
other two locations since no transportation costs are involved. The 
Chicago basis reflects the storage costs from September 10 until the 
delivery date in November. 
Storage and transportation costs do not change noticeably from 
day to day. As a result, in the short run at least, cash and futures 
prices maintain their relative positions, and the basis remains 
fairly constant. The relative stability of the basis is what makes the 
futures market so potentially useful to producers . The producer who 
forward prices in a particular locality is accepting relatively small 
basis changes and avoiding larger price level fluctuations. Sudden 
changes in the basis can occur, however, if storage and transportation 
costs are altered sharply by local rail shortages or heavy demand from 
processors. Such occurrences are especially likely at harvest time, 
when the demand by producers for grain marketing services greatly 
increases. 
In the long term (that is, over a period of months) the basis fol-
lows a gradual and fairly consistent pattern of change. The costs 
for storing grain cause the price of cash grain to increase gradually 
relative to the futures price and the basis to get smaller as the futures 
contract nears maturity. By the delivery month the basis narrows 
to the point that at the local market it equals only the cost of trans-
portation to the delivery point. During the delivery month at the 
delivery location, the cash and futures prices must be nearly the 
same, and the basis should be approximately zero. If the prices 
were not equal at the delivery point, traders would simultaneously 
buy in the low-priced market and sell in the high-priced market 
to make a profit from the discrepancy in prices. This action is called 
arbitrage. Demand would then fall off in the high-priced market, 
and the price in that market would drop . At the same time demand 
would increase in the low-priced market, causing the price to rise. 
In that way, the two prices would come together. The basis must be 
nearly zero, then, because traders can consummate their futures 
contracts during the delivery month and buy or sell quite easily 
in either the cash or futures market. 
The typical basis pattern is illustrated in Figure 1. It is assumed 
that the commodity is com and that the delivery point is Chicago. 
You will notice that during the planting, growing, and harvest 
seasons the cash price in Chicago for new-crop com is below the 
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Figure 1. Theoretical relationship between cash (heavy line) and fu-
tures prices (Indicated by the delivery months) for corn at a 
delivery point during two consecutive crop years. The dif-
ference between these prices is the basis. Notice that be-
fore and during harvest the cash price is below the price 
for December futures. After harvest the cash price begins 
to rise relative to the futures price. By December the two 
prices are equal, and the basis Is zero. The same paHern 
is repeated for each successive delivery month. 
price for December futures. After harvest, however, the cash price 
begins to rise relative to the futures price as a result of mounting 
storage costs. By December the two prices are equal, and the basis 
is zero. The same pattern is repeated for each succeeding delivery 
month. In each case the cash price rises relative to the futures price 
and eventually equals it during the delivery month. 
Figure 1 should not be interpreted as showing that the futures 
price remains constant or that the cash price always increases 
during the crop year. The figure simply demonstrates how one price 
behaves relative to the other. Actually, both cash and futures prices 
fluctuate as traders, inventory holders, and users of grain receive new 
information about such conditions as rate of use, exports, avail-
ability of grain crops, and weather, and respond to changes in 
those conditions. Because cash and futures prices are affected by 
such conditions in a similar way, they tend to fluctuate together, 
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maintaining their relative posihons. As the whole set of prices 
moves up and down, the difference between cash and futures 
prices gradually diminishes, and the basis approaches zero. 
An additional point illustrated in Figure 1 is that at harvest time 
when a new crop year begins, the current cash price typically 
drops sharply relative to the futures price. The cash price is driven 
down by the increased supply of grain in the new crop year. Al-
though the cash price drops, the futures price does not undergo a 
corresponding change since it has already begun forward pricing the 
new crop long before harvest. During the next year the price level of 
both the cash and futures prices may be higher or lower than the 
price level of the current year, depending on the supply and demand 
for grain and other conditions that affect prices. 
Although the basis is usually consistent with the theory set forth 
here, there are, as one might expect, some exceptions to that theory. 
For example, during the delivery month at the delivery point, the cash 
price may be slightly higher than the futures price. The reason is that 
the longs who are accepting delivery of futures contracts are uncertain 
as to the day on which delivery will be made, the location at which it 
will take place, and the exact quality of the grain. Because of these un-
certainties, futures prices may be discounted slightly relative to cash 
prices . 
In some years the cash price may even exceed the futures price 
for part or all of the crop year, creating an inverse carrying charge. 
One implication of an inverse carrying charge is that the farmer re-
ceives no return for storing and forward pricing his or her com-
modity. Situations such as this may arise if cash prices are bid high 
during a year in which the crop is small and the crop of the following 
year is expected to be large. When buyers expect a large crop, they 
defer purchases until later in the new crop year, driving the futures 
price down. The cash price may also exceed the futures price for 
an extended time if during the year traders and farmers disagree 
as to what average price will ensure that there is enough, but not 
too much, grain for that year. In this latter case, farmers may hold 
on to their grain, causing users to bid up the cash price rapidly in 
an effort to acquire enough grain to meet their current needs. The 
futures price, meanwhile, remains relatively constant. Even in 
those situations, however, the cash and futures prices still come 
together during the delivery month. 
Another exception to the theory is that, although the basis does 
reflect the cost of storing and transporting a commodity, it is usually 
somewhat less than the full carrying charge. The price for storage 
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is often below full cost because of the intense competition that 
takes place among grain merchants, especially elevators, as they 
try to purchase grain and fill their storage space. The full carrying 
charge is usually observed, if at all, only during the brief time at 
harvest when cash prices drop relative to futures prices, as shown 
in Figure 1. 
A final point that is not apparent from the typical basis pattern 
is that the basis may vary from year to year. Such variations depend 
upon the supply and demand for storage. If the crop for a particular 
year is large, the carrying charge becomes larger as storage space 
becomes full, and as a result the basis becomes larger. If, on the other 
hand, the crop is small and there is a strong demand for grain for stor-
age, the cash price is bid up relative to the futures price, and the basis 
becomes smaller. 
To see how basis theory is borne out in practice, study carefully 
the com basis patterns, shown in Figures 2-7 (pages 22-25), for the 
crop years 1971-76. (Because the basis pattern for com is fairly typical 
of all grain basis patterns, charts for soybeans and wheat are not in-
cluded here.) The top portion of each figure shows the actual cash price 
for east central Illinois and the December and July futures prices for 
the extended crop year. The bottom portion of each figure shows 
the December basis from the winter before planting until the De-
cember after harvest and the July basis from harvest until July. Use 
the scale on the left vertical axis of the lower portion of the figures 
to read the December basis and the scale on the right vertical axis 
to read the July basis . The December and July futures prices are 
set at zero to provide a base point for stating relative prices and to 
be consistent with trade practices. 
The basis pattern shown in Figure 2 (page 22) is quite normal. The 
December basis remains fairly constant throughout the planting and 
growing seasons in spite of the fluctuations cash and futures prices 
undergo during this period. The cash prices before harvest repre-
sent forward cash contract bids for delivery of new-crop grain at 
harvest. The cash prices after harvest are the prices at which grain 
is actually selling in the cash market. After harvest, the cash price 
starts to rise slowly relative to the December and July futures prices. 
This closing of the basis reflects the gradual reduction in storage 
costs that remain to be paid as the delivery month approaches. By 
July the cash price in ECI is below the July futures price by about 5¢, 
which was approximately the cost of transporting com to the de-
livery point in 1971. You will notice that the basis gets smaller at 
a fairly constant rate even though local market conditions and the 
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Figure 2. Corn prices and basis for crop year 1971. The top portion of 
this figure shows the actual cash price for east central Illi-
nois and the December and July futures prices for the ex-
tended crop year. The bottom portion shows the December 
basis from the winter before planting until the December 
after harvest and the July basis from harvest until July. Use 
the scale on the left vertical axis of the lower portion of the 
figure to read the December basis and the scale on the right 
vertical axis to read the July basis. 
Figure 2 illustrates one of the more common variations, the w iden-
ing of the basis in October. During harvest, elevators are often unable 
to handle the flow of com. They try to discourage further deliveries 
by lowering their price bids to farmers . The futures prices, however, 
do not decrease with cash prices because the former reflect overall 
market conditions and are not affected by local increases in demand 
for grain marketing services. As a result, the carrying charge in-
creases , and the basis widens . Since elevators are likely to be 
receiving the full carrying charge, they usually choose this time to 
cover the fixed costs they must pay once a year. Once the pressures 
of harvest time have eased, local cash prices often rise rap idly 
relative to futures prices for a short time . 
In contrast to Figure 2, Figures 3-5 show considerable variation 
both in the price level and in the basis during the crop years 1972-74. 
The economic events of these years caused great uncertainty in the 
grain markets . World food shortages, drouths in major producing 
countries, and the devaluation of the dollar all caused grain exports 
to skyrocket. This situation was made worse by domestic drouth 
scares and large demand for livestock feed that used up reserves . 
The year-end carryovers dwindled nearly to zero, and prices rose 
to unprecedented levels. Nevertheless, despite the economic un-
certainty of these years and its effect on grain prices, the basis was 
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Figure 4. Corn prices and basis for crop year 1973. 
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still fairly consistent with the typical pattern. During each of these 
three years the December basis was fairly constant throughout the 
growing season. The basis was generally largest at harvest and 
gradually narrowed during the storage season. 
The basis patterns shown in Figures 6 and 7 also differ somewhat 
from that shown in Figure 2. The primary difference is that in both 
of the former the basis is much larger than it is in the latter. In Figures 
6 and 7 the difference between the July cash and July futures prices 
is 10¢ or more, which is at least twice the size of the basis for the 
same month in Figure 2. This increase in the basis reflects the effect 
of inflation on storage and transportation costs between 1971 and 
1975. This trend toward a generally larger basis from year to year 
will continue as long as the rate of inflation remains fairly high. The 
important point to notice, however, is that during 1975 and 1976 and 
during the preceding years as well the basis followed the typical 
pattern in spite of changes in the economy and their effect on price 
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Figure 5. Corn prices and basis for crop year 1974. 
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Figure 6. Corn prices and basis for crop year 1975. 
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Figure 7. Corn prices and basis for crop year 1976. 
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N onstorable Commodities 
The relationship between cash and futures prices for nonstorable 
commodities, such as live beef cattle and hogs, is quite different 
from that for grains. This difference results primarily from the dif-
ferent ways in which storable and nonstorable commodities are 
produced and distributed. Each year after harvest there is a fixed 
supply of storable commodities that is stored and allocated through-
out the year. As we have seen, the costs of storage cause the grain 
basis to follow a more or less predictable pattern. Nonstorable com-
modities, in contrast, are continually produced and distributed. 
Although there is a livestock "inventory" {based on the approxi-
mate number of livestock on feed) that does have some influence 
on the basis in nonstorable-commodity markets, there is no fixed 
and storable supply of livestock. Consequently, the basis in non-
storable-commodity markets does not follow a theoretical pattern 
based on storage costs. 
The basis for livestock is governed according to how the supply 
and demand for livestock are expected to change over time . The 
current supply and demand determine the cash price of livestock 
today. The futures price reflects what traders expect supply and de-
mand to be on some date in the future and what as a result will 
happen to cash prices between now and that date. The size of the 
basis, or difference between those prices, varies depending on how 
much traders believe the cash price will increase or decrease by the 
delivery month. Suppose, for example, that in April the cash price 
for cattle at a delivery point is $68 per hundredweight. If the June 
futures contract is trading at $69.50, the basis is $1.50. That is the 
approximate amount traders expect the cash price to increase by 
June as a result of changing supply and demand conditions . If, 
on the other hand, they expect the price to decrease by June, the 
present cash price will exceed the June futures price. In some years 
cash prices may be below futures prices and in others above them, 
depending on whether traders believe cash prices will trend up or 
down before the futures contract matures. 
Although the basis in nonstorage markets reflects a different set 
of conditions than it does in storage markets, the basis pattern of 
the former does resemble that of the latter in two important ways . 
First, cash and futures prices for nonstorables, like those for storable 
commodities, must gradually come together as the delivery month ap-
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proaches . During the delivery month at any local market, they should 
differ by the transportation costs to the delivery point. During the 
delivery month at the delivery point, the basis must be nearly zero no 
matter how large it may have been earlier. If the basis is not zero, 
speculators may arbitrage between the cash and futures markets, forc-
ing the prices together. Second, in nonstorable-commodity markets 
cash and futures prices trend in the same direction although they do 
not move up and down as closely together as the prices for storable 
commodities . There is more variation in the livestock basis because 
cash and futures prices for livestock are based on relatively inde-
pendent judgments about supply and demand. Nevertheless, those 
judgments are affected in a similar way -by news of changes in ex-
ports, business conditions, the price of grain, and other conditions 
that affect livestock prices . As a result, when the cash price trends 
up or down, so does the futures price. 
These two tendencies are shown quite clearly in Figures 8-13 
(pages 28-31). Figures 8-10 compare cattle futures prices for selected 
delivery months during 1974-76 with the cash price of Joliet, illi-
nois. Figures 11-13 compare hog futures prices for selected delivery 
months during 1974-77 with the cash price at Peoria, lllinois. The 
top portion of each figure compares cash and futures price levels, 
and the bottom portion shows the relationship between cash and 
futures prices. As before, in the bottom portion the futures price is 
set at zero. You will notice that in contrast to the com basis, the 
basis for cattle and hogs varies considerably. Further, it can be either 
positive or negative; that is, cash prices may be above or below futures 
prices, depending on the expectations of the traders and market. 
Nevertheless, it is equally apparent that cash and futures prices 
trend up and down somewhat together and that they come fairly 
close together during the delivery month. 
The Local Basis 
Once you have a clear understanding of the typical pattern of 
basis movements, you should start observing the basis pattern in 
your community. Remember that during the delivery month the 
cash price in each community differs from the futures price by the 
cost of transporting the commodity to the delivery point. Each com-
munity has a unique set of conditions that affects transportation 
costs. Among them are distance from the delivery point, kind of 
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transportation available, amount of a commodity produced, loca-
tion of processing plants, and major direction of commodity flow. 
In each community the commodity flows in a pattern that mini-
mizes transportation costs and that gives a unique character to the 
relationship between cash and futures prices . You therefore need 
to record local cash and futures prices and determine the basis pattern 
in your community. This procedure will help you anticipate basis 
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Figure 8. Cattle prices and basis for September 1974 through February 
1975. The top portion of this figure compares cash and fu-
tures price levels, and the bottom portion shows the differ-
ence between cash and futures prices. 
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Figure 11. Hog prices and basis for May 1974 through October 1974. 
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Figure 12. Hog prices and basis for January 1975 through June 1975. 
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Figure 13. Hog prices and basis for September 1976 through February 
1977. 
Hedging in Futures Markets 
Another prerequisite for successful futures trading is careful 
planning. Before hedging, you should consider carefully your 
financial position, the size of your operation, your marketing skills, 
and your financial goals. Only then should you decide what role, 
if any, the futures market will play in your marketing plan. 
In devising this plan, view the futures market as one of several 
marketing tools you can use to achieve your goals. At times it may 
not be appropriate to use the futures market. Depending on your 
circumstances and objectives, you may do better to sell your com-
modity at harvest in the cash market. Another possibility is to use 
on-farm storage facilities. Although exercising this option is ex-
pensive, it does allow you to sell your commodity whenever you 
want and take advantage of other marketing tools . Using on-farm 
storage without forward pricing does not, however, give you any 
certainty that you will receive a certain price or make a profit . 
Another option is to forward cash contract with the local elevator. 
In a transaction such as this, you promise to deliver and the elevator 
promises to accept a certain amount of your output for an agreed 
price . One drawback of this option is that, if the elevator promises 
to accept delivery during the busy harvest season, the price is 
likely to be lower than that offered by other options such as the futures 
market. But at least you know beforehand what price you will 
obtain and can plan accordingly. 
The futures contract is a kind of cash contract. The important 
difference between the two is that the former is more flexible . When 
dealing in futures, you can reverse your market position at any time 
before the contract matures, an option the cash contract does not 
provide. Of course, a futures contract does not, like the cash con-
tract, enable you to fix the price of an output absolutely, but it does 
allow you to establish the price within a fairly narrow range. Once 
you establish the price, even approximately, it is much easier to 
project profits and make financial plans. 
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The Three Main Steps 1n Hedging 
When making a hedging decision it is wise to use a systematic 
approach. There are three steps you should follow in making your 
hedging decision: 
1. Calculate the breakeven price . 
2. Localize the futures price to determine a target price. 
3. Determine whether the proposed hedge will accomplish your 
financial objectives. 
You can determine the breakeven price, one that will cover all 
your expenses, by performing four relatively simple calculations. 
First, calculate the variable costs of producing your commodity. 
These costs are expenses you would not have incurred if you had 
not produced the commodity. If, for example, you were calculating 
the variable costs for producing corn, you would include such 
items as seed, fertilizer, and tractor operations. Next, you should 
determine your fixed costs, which are expenses you would have to 
pay even if you did not produce a commodity. Taxes and deprecia-
tion are two examples of fixed costs. One simple way to determine 
these costs is to use an area-wide budget for your particular enter-
prise. Enterprise budgets apply to several counties and are avail-
able in most areas of the United States. Because the costs of produc-
tion generally vary from one farm to another, these budgets are 
only approximately representative. 
Having estimated the variable and fixed costs, you should then 
calculate the return to management. It is only proper that you should 
receive some compensation for your managerial expertise, just as 
you would if you were in some business other than farming. In 
fact, some farmers determine the return to management by calcu-
lating what they would receive for comparable managerial work in 
some other occupation. A less complicated, but more subjective, 
procedure is to set aside for management a certain percentage of 
the price you expect to receive for your commodity. 
The fourth and final calculation is to estimate a reasonable profit 
level. You can estimate this figure in a variety of ways, and which 
you choose depends entirely on individual preference. Your lender 
will perhaps be better able to understand your calculations if you 
figure the profit level as a return on capital invested. 
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Two examples will show how the results of these calculations are 
used to reach a breakeven price. The variable and fixed costs for 
producing one acre of irrigated com in northern Florida are shown 
in Table 3. If one acre yields 140 bushels, the variable cost per bushel 
is $1.66, and the fixed cost is 71¢, making the total production cost 
$2.37 per bushel. The producer assumes that a reasonable return to 
management is 8 percent of the total production costs or 19¢ per 
bushel, and that a satisfactory profit level is 10 percent above the 
total cost or 24¢ per bushel. The breakeven price then is $1 .66 + 
71¢ + 19¢ + 24¢ = $2.80 per bushel. This is the minimum price 
that the farmer and lender want to obtain from the com enterprise . 
Table 3. Estimated Cost of Producing One Acre of Corn Under 
Irrigation, Northern Florida, 1980 
Item Estimated costs Your costs 
Variable costs 
Seed ....... . .. .. ..... . .. . ............ . 
Fertilizer (5-10-15) .. . .............. . ... . 
Nitrogen ............ . ........ . ........ . 
Lime .. .. . ... . .. . ................. . ... . 
Insecticide . . . .. . ... . .. . ............... . 
Herbicide ... .. ... . . . . . ................ . 
Tractor (135 horsepower) . ... . ..... . ... . 
Truck, pickup .. ... ... . .. . ... . ...... . .. . 
Truck, 2-ton ............ . ...... .. ..... . 
Other machinery ........... . .......... . 
Combine ... .......................... . 
Labor .. . ... . . . ....................... . 
Irrigation costs . .. . .. . ... ... ... . . .. ... . . 















Interest on cash expenses ...... .. ... . .. 13.15 
Total cash expenses .......... . ......... 232.38 
Fixed costs 
Tractor (135 horsepower) .. .. ... . .. . ... . 
Truck, pickup . . . . ..... . .. . ........ . ... . 
Truck, 2-ton .... . ... .. ................ . 
Combine . . .. .. ... . . . ... .. . .. ... . . . . .. . 
Other ma.chinery .. . . . ... . .. . .... . .. . .. . 
Irrigation . ... ...... . .................. . 
Total fixed costs ........... . .. . . . ... .. . 











Table 4. Estimated Cost of Producing One Acre of Soybeans in Illinois, 
1980 
Item Estimated costs Your costs 
Variable costs 
Seed , drying .......................... . 
Soil fertility ................... . .. . .... . 
Buildings and storage ... .. ........... . . 
Repairs, fuel , and hire for machinery . . . . 
Labor ......... . .............. . . . ..... . 
Nonland interest . ..... .... . . ...... ... . . 
Land rent .......... . ..... .. ...... .. .. . . 
Overhead . .. ................. ....... . . . 
Total variable costs 
Fixed costs 
Machinery ........ .. . .... . . . . . .. . . .. .. . 
Other, including taxes .... .. . .......... . 
Total fixed costs .................. . .. . . 















You can always adjust the breakeven price by changing the return 
to management and the profit. 
The variable and fixed costs for producing an acre of soybeans 
in Illinois are shown in Table 4. Assuming that one acre yields 45 
bushels, the total production cost is $6.29 per bushel. Add to this 
figure the estimated return to management and return on capital 
to get the final breakeven price. 
After estimating the price you must receive to cover your expenses, 
you should next determine the price it is likely you will receive. 
To accomplish this second step in hedging, you adjust the futures 
price to an expected local cash market price. First, select an appro-
priate contract month, one that is near, but not before, the time you 
plan to deliver your commodity in the local cash market. Then localize 
the futures price for that month by subtracting from it what you 
expect the basis to be when you sell the cash commodity. To de-
termine the expected basis for a particular marketing date, take an 
average of what the basis has been on that date in previous years. 
You can obtain these figures from basis charts, which are available 
at brokerage houses, local elevators, or land-grant institutions . 
Or you may find it worthwhile to keep your own basis charts . To 
reach the final target price, subtract the costs of hedging from the 
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localized price. These costs include the broker's fee and interest 
on the initial margin deposited for each contract. 
Assume, for example, that in February the hedger in the first 
of the two examples above decides to sell com in November in the 
local cash market at Live Oak, Florida. He or she first selects a con-
tract month . In this case December is a logical choice. Suppose that 
December com is listed at $3.15 in February. The farmer subtracts 
from this figure the average basis for December com in November, 
which in this situation happens to be 20¢, and the approximate 
cost of hedging, which is 3¢ per bushel. The latter is derived by 
taking 10 percent for 10 months of $1,000 (the approximate initial 
margin for hedging), adding the result of the calculation to the 
brokerage fee of $50, and dividing the sum by 5,000 bushels. The 
localized futures price is $3.15 - 20¢ = $2. 95 . To reach the final 
target price, the farmer then subtracts the cost of hedging: $2.95 -
3¢ = $2. 92. This figure is what the hedger is most likely to receive 
for com marketed in November if he or she hedges with a December 
com futures contract from February to November. 
It is very unlikely that the hedger will receive exactly the target 
price since the basis used in the calculation is only an average from 
previous years . The basis will probably be a few cents above or below 
the average. If the basis is smaller than expected, the producer re-
ceives more than the target price, and if the basis is larger than 
expected, the producer receives a lower price . The success of the 
producer's venture in the futures market is judged not so much ac-
cording to the size of the profit or loss on the futures transaction as 
on the closeness of the final net price to the price objective . 
Basis risk is the term used to describe the relative uncertainty 
that the hedger will receive exactly the target price. The price the 
hedger does receive depends on the actual basis in November. 
Although there is only a slight chance that it will be 20¢, the basis 
should be fairly close to that figure, and the farmer should receive 
approximately the estimated target price . 
The producer's calculations indicate that in this situation it would 
be wise to hedge. Although the producer needs $2.80 to break even, 
the target price he or she could get by hedging is $2. 92. However, 
even when a situation seems as favorable as this one, you should 
go through a third step before making a final decision. Consider 
whether hedging will enable you to accomplish your financial 
objectives and whether the contract month under consideration is 
the most appropriate in view of your financial situation. If your 
main objective is to protect yourself from the risk of price fluctuation, 
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you will probably want to hedge under circumstances similar to 
those described in this example. If your objective is to get the highest 
possible price, you may be able to increase your chances of getting 
a larger return either by using only the cash market, obtaining a 
forward cash contract, or perhaps by storing your commodity and 
choosing another futures contract month. If you were to do the latter, 
you would have to reestimate your breakeven price, this time in-
cluding storage costs, and localize the futures price again for dif-
ferent contract months. 
One important consideration that should enter into your selec-
tion of a contract month is the arrangement you have with your 
lender. If your lender wants you to repay a loan by a certain date, 
you will want to select a contract month near that date. An equally 
important consideration, and one that may also help you decide 
whether to use the futures market at all, is the cash flow of your opera-
tion. If your cash flow is such that you need a large sum of money 
at a particular time of the year, you will choose a contract month near 
that time or if none seems satisfactory use another marketing tool 
altogether. Whichever contract month or marketing method you 
choose, it is important that everyone involved in making the final 
decision has a clear understanding of the objectives you wish to 
accomplish. These objectives depend upon your financial circum-
stances, income goals, storage capabilities, and desire and ability 
to carry risk. 
To get a clearer sense of how hedging decisions are made, study 
carefully the examples discussed in the following sections. They 
illustrate how you might use the futures market under various cir-
cumstances to establish the price of your commodity or input. 
Hedging in Grain Production 
Establishing the Price of Grain in Storage 
The most typical and perhaps easiest hedging procedure to under-
stand is pricing grain in storage. The objective of this procedure 
is either to pass on the risk of price level changes or to earn income 
by storing the commodity. The amount of income you can earn 
from storage depends upon the seasonal narrowing of the basis 
that is illustrated in Figure 1. Generally, you should decide at harvest 
whether to sell grain immediately, store it in the hope that the cash 
price will rise and sell it later at the higher price, or store the com-
modity and establish a price for it through the futures market. 
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Choosing one of these alternatives is a speculative decision that 
depends on the objectives you wish to accomplish. 
Suppose that on November 1 a farmer is considering storing com 
and establishing a price for it by selling July futures. The local cash 
price for com on that day is $2.76, and the July futures price is $3.04. 
The farmer knows from basis charts and previous experience in 
the market that on July 1 in past years the basis has averaged about 8¢. 
To establish a target price, the farmer subtracts the "normal" basis 
from the July futures price: $3 .04- 8¢ = $2.96 . The next step is 
to subtract from this figure the costs of hedging. In this and the 
following examples you can assume that the commission costs 
and interest on margin money will be about P/2¢ per bushel. For 
the sake of simplicity, though, these costs are not included in the 
calculations here or in any of the later examples. The 20¢ difference 
between the current price of $2.76 and the target price of $2.96 is 
what the farmer can expect in return for storing com until July. 
To determine whether this figure meets the requirements of the 
farmer's marketing plan for that year, he or she should compare the 
expected return with the cost of storage. 
If the farmer does decide to store the grain and price forward 
with the July futures contract, he or she should sell an amount of 
July futures on November 1 that is equal to or less than the amount 
of com in storage. Then, near July 1 the farmer should buy back the 
July futures, sell cash grain at the local elevator, and determine the 
final price by adding or subtracting the gain or loss on the futures 
market to or from the price at which the cash grain is sold . Although 
the cash and futures transactions are separate (one takes place at 
the local elevator, and the other is conducted through a futures 
commission merchant), they are performed simultaneously, and the 
results of each can be combined to reach a final price. 
Whether the farmer receives the target price depends upon the 
size of the local basis on July 1. Suppose, for example, that the rela-
tionship between cash and futures prices changes as shown in 
Example 1. Between November 1 and July 1 the basis narrows from 






Stores cash grain $2.76 
Sells cash grain $2 .50 
- .26 
Futures transaction 
Sells July futures 





the farmer receives 2¢ more than the target price of $2.96: $2.50 
(price for cash grain) + 48¢ (gain from the futures transaction) = 
$2.98. The farmer can calculate his or her return for storing com by 
subtracting from the current price received the cash price of the 
previous November: $2 .98- $2.76 = 22¢. There are two other ways to 
calculate the same figure. You can subtract the basis on July 1 from 
the basis on November 1 (28¢- 6¢ = 22¢), or add the loss in value 
of the farmer's cash grain to the gain he or she realizes in the futures 
market ( -26¢ + 48¢ = 22¢) . Since the return is 2¢ higher than ex-
pected, it presumably fulfills the farmer's marketing objective . 
In this example the prices in both the cash and futures markets 
fell . By pricing forward the farmer passed on the risk of a price level 
change to someone else, retained the opportunity to speculate on 
the basis, and succeeded in accomplishing his or her objectives. 
The farmer used the futures market as a temporary substitute for 
selling cash grain to gain some assurance of making a profit . 
The situation could easily have turned out differently. Suppose 
that the cash and futures prices had risen and that the basis had 
changed as shown in Example 2. You will notice that between No-
vember 1 and July 1 the basis narrows from 28¢ to 10¢ rather than 
the expected 8¢. As a result, the farmer receives 2¢ less than the 
target price of $2.96: $3.00 (price for cash com) - 6¢ (loss from the 
futures transaction) = $2. 94. The return for storing com is 18¢ 
per bushel. Since prices rose, the farmer would have received a 
larger return if he or she had not been hedged. Of course, the farmer 
could not have known beforehand that the price would rise. Pre-
sumably, he or she was not willing to assume the risk of a sharp 
price decline and decided to hedge, knowing that the final price 
would be close enough to the target price to enable him or her to 
meet cash-flow deadlines and make a reasonable profit . 
What this example illustrates quite clearly is that accepting a 
forward price is a speculative matter. It is impossible to predict 
price level and basis movements with absolute precision. Never-





Cash transaction Futures transaction 
Stores cash grain $2.76 Sells July futures 






can be anticipated closely enough to give you some certainty of re-
ceiving a price that is near the price you expect. As a result, accept-
ing a forward price is seldom a wrong decision as long as the target 
price, or a price close to it, meets your financial needs and other 
income objectives. In Examples 1 and 2, for instance, the producer 
receives a price for com that is within 2¢ of the target price and gains 
an opportunity to pass on the risk of a price decline and use storage 
facilities for a profit. 
An important advantage of the futures market is its flexibility. 
When you use the futures market, a number of options are open 
to you, and you can always alter your marketing plan to fit your 
perception of changing market conditions . For example, if you 
think prices will rise after harvest, you may decide not to forward 
price on November 1 and instead store your grain and postpone 
the forward pricing decision until after prices have risen to an ac-
ceptable level or until you realize that you were mistaken in as-
suming that prices would rise. If you do forward price on November 
1 and later decide that you would do better to take the cash price, 
you can always liquidate your futures position before July 1. This 
move is appropriate when the basis closes more rapidly than you 
had expected and when you think you have obtained an adequate 
return for storage . Whenever you make such alterations in your 
marketing plan, be sure to alert your lender. 
In spite of its many advantages, hedging is not necessarily the 
best option in every case, and you should not hedge routinely. 
The best approach is to be selective and to make a new decision 
each year based on whether you expect prices to rise or fall while 
grain is in storage, on whether you are willing to accept the risk 
of a price decline, and on you and your lender's current appraisal 
of your financial needs. 
Establishing the Price of a Crop Before Harvest 
In addition to forward pricing at harvest or sometime later, you 
can hedge grain during the growing season or even before planting. 
This procedure involves the same steps that you follow in estab-
lishing the price for grain at harvest. Suppose, for example, that 
on May 1 the December com futures price is $2.85 per bushel and 
that the cash price on October 15 at the local elevator averages 15¢ 
below the December futures. To determine a target price, the farmer 
subtracts 15¢ from $2.85 to get $2.70. If on May 1 the farmer prices 
forward with a December futures contract, he or she can expect 
to receive approximately $2.70 per bushel. In deciding whether this 
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price will provide a reasonable return, the farmer compares it to 
the breakeven price. If $2.70 does seem reasonable, the farmer then 
sells December futures contracts equal in size to the amount of 
grain he or she plans to forward price. On October 15 during harvest, 
the farmer delivers and sells cash corn to the local elevator and 
simultaneously buys December futures, thus offsetting the original 
contract and closing the futures position . The final price he or she 
receives for corn is the cash price plus or minus the gain or loss on 
the futures market. 
As we have seen, the outcome of the transaction depends on the 
basis . Suppose that the situation develops as shown in Example 3. 
The final price the farmer receives for grain in October is $2.78 
(price for cash grain) - 7¢ (loss on the futures market) = $2. 71. Be-
cause the basis on October 15 is 14¢ instead of the expected 15¢, 
the final price is 1¢ more than the target price. In this situation the 
farmer would have done better not to hedge. The more important 
point, however, is that on May 1 the farmer accepted a target price 
of $2.70 and later received a price very close to that figure . Cir-
cumstances on May 1 may have been such that the farmer could not 
accept the risk of receiving a lower price, and as a result he or she 
had to hedge. When the farmer sold futures in May, he or she could 
not possibly have known whether the cash price might rise or drop 
by October. 
In Example 4 the cash price does happen to drop. The final price 
the farmer receives is $2.50 (price for cash grain) + 23¢ (gain on the 
futures market) = $2.73. The farmer receives 3¢ more than the target 
price because the basis on October 15 is 12¢, 3¢ less than expected. 
By hedging, the farmer passes on the risk of a decline in price level 
and realizes a higher price for grain than if he or she had not for-











Sells cash grain $2 .78 
Cash transaction 
Plants crop 
Sells cash grain $2 .50 
Futures transac tion 
Sells December futures $2 .85 
Buys December futures $2.92 
-.07 
Futures transaction 
Sells December futures $2 .85 
Buys December futures $2 .62 
+ .23 
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At times you may want to combine the two forward pricing pro-
cedures discussed so far. You could, for example, establish the price 
for grain in production by selling December futures in May and then 
later, perhaps in August, when both the December and July con-
tracts are trading, buy back the December contract and simul-
taneously sell the July contract. In this way the forward price is 
simply switched from December to July . The hedge is "rolled for-
ward," and the pricing crop year is extended beyond 12 months. 
This procedure is especially appropriate when you have the neces-
sary storage facilities and flexible cash-flow requirements, and see an 
opportunity to get a return after storage that far exceeds the amount 
you would receive at harvest plus storage costs . 
Example 5 illustrates how this procedure might be used. As in 
the preceding example, suppose that on May 1 the producer cal-
culates a target price for November of $2.70. If the producer is 
satisfied with this target price, he or she sells December futures 
on May 1. In August the producer notices that the December futures 
contract is trading at 24¢ below the July futures price. In other 
words, the market is offering 24¢ for storing grain from De-
cember to July. To determine what price he or she might receive by 
rolling the hedge forward in August to a July futures contract, the 
producer subtracts 8¢ (average basis on July 1) from $2.99 (July 
futures price on August 15) to get $2.91 per bushel. The producer 
can add to this figure the 10¢ he or she has made on the futures 
market from May 1 to August 15. The final target price then is $3.01, 
31¢ above what is expected at harvest. If this price is sufficiently 
attractive to the producer, he or she can buy the December contract 
back on August 15 and simultaneously sell a July contract. This 
action transfers the forward price through both the harvest and 
storage seasons to the next July, a full 14 months after the producer 
made the initial hedging decision. The producer holds the July 
futures contract until July 1, sells the cash grain at the local elevator, 
and closes out the July futures position. The final price received is 
$2.88 (price for cash grain) + 10¢ (profit on the December contract) 
Example 5: 
Date Cash transaction 
May 1 Plants crop 
August 15 
July 1 (of Sells cash grain $2.88 
the next year) 
Futures transaction 
Sells December futures 
Buys December futures 
Sells July futures 







+ 6¢ (profit on the July contract) = $3.04. The final price exceeds 
the target price because the basis in July is 3¢ less than anticipated. 
The most important point illustrated by this and the previous 
examples is that because the hedger is speculating on the basis he 
or she must monitor and be able to interpret price relationships. 
In the preceding example the 24¢ December-July spread in August 
seemed wider to the producer than it should have been, and he or 
she took advantage of this situation by rolling the hedge forward. 
If the basis had narrowed rapidly after harvest, in December for 
example, he or she might have decided to offset the futures position 
and sell cash grain at that time. The key element in the producer's 
decision is his or her understanding of the basis. 
Hindsight reveals that in this situation the producer made the 
right hedging decision and, as a result, received a much higher 
price than the cash price in July. Of course, that will not always be 
the case. Suppose that a producer hedges under the same circum-
stances and makes the same decisions as the producer in Example 
5, but that prices change as shown in Example 6. The final price 
the producer receives is $3 .25 (price for cash com) - 5¢ (loss on 
December futures) - 21¢ (loss on July futures)= $2.99. Since this 
price is within 2¢ of the target price, the producer does receive a 
reasonable return for storage and accomplishes the goal of the 
marketing plan. However, the producer forfeits an opportunity 
to profit from an increase in the cash price (in this particular case 
he or she could have received $3.25 for com by not hedging), 
although in exchange for that opportunity the producer gains pro-





July 1 (of 
the next year) 
Cash transaction 
Plants crop 
Sells cash grain $3.25 
Futures transaction 
Sells December futures 
Buys December futures 
Sells July futures 
Buys July futures 






Livestock feeding is a high-risk business. Its uncertainty stems 
primarily from the way livestock are produced. At the beginning 
of a production period, livestock feeders purchase their two major 
inputs, feeder animals and feed . At that point in production the 
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feeder is much less concerned about the present cash price of fat 
stock than about the cost of the major inputs. Their cost is subject 
to radical change and makes up a high percentage of the livestock 
feeder's total expenses . Because it is very difficult before feeding 
to anticipate either these variable costs or the eventual price of the 
fat animals, the feeder cannot be certain that he or she will make a 
profit or even be able to cover the expenses of the feeding operation. 
Further uncertainty arises out of the nature of the production pro-
cess. Since this process is more or less continual, livestock feeders, 
unlike grain producers, do not have the option of storing their com-
modity if market conditions are not particularly favorable . It is 
especially important, therefore, that livestock feeders have the op-
portunity to establish a price both for the inputs they plan to pur-
chase at the beginning of the feeding period and for the fat stock 
they will sell at the end of that period. 
Establishing the Price of Feed 
You can purchase feed (com) with which to begin production 
by one of several means. You can buy cash grain and store it, obtain 
a forward cash contract, or establish the price of feed by buying 
com futures . All three options can give you greater certainty than 
if you were simply to buy the feed when you need it, and they make it 
easier for you to plan your feeding operation. Buying com futures is 
particularly appropriate if you do not have enough space to store 
feed yourself or if you do not wish to tie up equity capital in com 
inventory. 
The procedure by which you can establish the price of feed through 
the futures market is similar to that used by the grain producer. 
You first determine a target price and then buy futures contracts 
in an amount approximately equal to your feed requirements . The 
net cost you pay for feed equals the price of com at the local elevator 
plus or minus your gain or loss on the futures market. Suppose, for 
example, that a livestock feeder is considering hedging under the 
circumstances outlined in Example 7. The livestock feeder deter-
mines that the local cash price on July 1 averages about 5¢ under the 






Short cash grain $2 .74 
Buys cash grain $2.99 
-.25 
Futures transaction 
Buys July futures 





for feed in July by subtracting 5¢ from $2.90 (the July futures con-
tract price) to get $2.85. If this target price satisfies the requirements 
of his or her buying plan, the livestock feeder buys July futures on 
April 1. On July 1 he or she buys cash grain at the local elevator for 
$2.99 and closes the futures position. The final cost the livestock 
feeder pays for feed is $2.99 - 15¢ (profit in the futures market) = 
$2.84. Because the basis is 1¢ larger than anticipated, the final price 
is 1¢ lower than the target price. By hedging, the livestock feeder 
passes on the risk that the price of feed might rise to an unaccep-
table level. If he or she had not forward priced, the feed would have 
cost $2.99 per bushel. 
In this situation the feeder is essentially paying someone else 
to store grain until July. One way to anticipate the storage cost is 
to subtract the current cash price from the target price. Since this 
feeder's target price is $2 .85 and the cash price on April 1 is $2.74, 
he or she can expect to pay someone else 11¢ in storage costs . To 
determine whether the expected storage cost is acceptable, you should 
compare it to the cost of storing the grain yourself, and consider 
also your financial situation and ability to absorb risk. In this ex-
ample, since the final price turns out to be $2.84 rather than $2.85, 
the feeder pays 1¢ less for storage than he or she had anticipated. 
Another way to calculate the storage cost is to subtract the basis on 
July 1 from the basis on April 1. In this situation the basis narrows 
from 16¢ to 6¢, so the feeder pays 10¢. 
Although the futures market is flexible enough that it can be 
used to advantage fairly regularly, the results are not always as 
favorable as they are in Example 7. Suppose that prices had taken 
a somewhat different tum, as shown in Example 8. In this situation 
the cash price gains relative to the futures price, as one would expect, 
but the futures price drops, causing the feeder to lose 10¢. The final 
cost of feed turns out to be $2.77 (cash price for grain) + 10¢ (loss 
on the futures market) = $2.87 per bushel. The livestock feeder 
pays 2¢ more than the target price of $2.85 (because the basis is 2¢ 
less than anticipated) and 10¢ more than if he or she had waited 
until July 1 and bought cash grain. Because the basis narrows from 






Short cash grain $2 .74 
Buys cash grain $2.77 
-.03 
Futures transac tion 
Buys July futures 





In determining when to establish a price for feed, the livestock 
feeder must be just as careful an observer of the basis as the grain 
producer. The two groups view the basis from different perspectives, 
though. To the grain producer the basis represents a return for 
storage (we are disregarding transportation costs to simplify the 
explanation) . For the feeder it represents the cost of having some-
one else store grain . The reason grain producers and livestock 
feeders view the basis differently is that they hold opposite posi-
tions in the two markets in which both trade. The grain producer 
becomes long in the cash market and short in the futures market 
to hedge against declines in price. The more the basis narrows the 
more money he or she makes in return for storage. Consequently, 
the grain producer is attracted to the market when the basis is 
large because he or she is then most likely to make a profit for stor-
ing grain. If the basis is small, especially relative to storage costs, 
the producer should not forward price, but should instead sell 
cash grain at harvest or store it and speculate on cash prices. 
The feeder, in contrast, goes short in the cash market and long 
in the futures market to hedge against increases in price. The less the 
basis narrows, the less the feeder has to pay someone for storing com. It 
is therefore to the feeder's advantage to enter the market when the basis 
is small. If the basis is large, the feeder should not establish the price 
of feed through the futures market, especially if he or she can buy 
com in the cash market and store it for less money. The size of the 
basis can change as hedgers enter or leave the market in response to 
changing market conditions. 
In the examples discussed so far, the futures price has been above 
the cash price. Occasionally, however, the cash price exceeds the 
futures price, creating an inverse carrying charge . Suppose, for 
example, that a hedger is confronted with the conditions shown 
in Example 9. Assuming that the cash price is expected to be 5¢ be-
low the futures price on July 1, the target price on April 1 is $2.89 
for cash grain to be delivered on July 1. Since the grain producer's 
cash grain is currently worth $3 and is expected to be worth $2.89 
in July, he or she would receive no return for storage. Obviously, it 
would be absurd to forward price the grain. The producer should 







$3.00 July futures price $2.94 
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Under these same conditions a feeder would also determine a 
target price of $2.89. He or she could either buy cash grain in April 
at $3 or forward price to July at $2.89. The feeder would naturally 
want to forward price feed at $2.89 rather than pay $3 for it now. 
What is unattractive to one side of the market may be very attrac-
tive to the other side. 
Establishing the Price of Feeder Cattle 
To establish a forward price for feeder cattle, you follow essen-
tially the same procedure you do in establishing a price for com. 
The only important difference is that the basis risk for livestock is 
typically larger than for grains. Even so, the basis risk in livestock 
futures is substantially less than the risk of price level changes. As 
long as conditions are appropriate for hedging, the futures market 
can be used very effectively to establish a price for cattle. 
Suppose that on April 1 a feeder expects to buy feeder cattle in 
July. If the futures contract for the nearest contract month after July 
(August) is trading at $75 per hundredweight and the cash price in 
July is expected to be $1.50 per hundredweight above the futures 
price, then the feeder's target price is $76.50. If the feeder considers 
this an attractive price, he or she buys August futures, and then in 
July simultaneously offsets the futures position and buys feeder 
cattle. Example 10 shows the outcome of the hedge. The final price 
the feeder pays is $81 (cash price in July) - $3.50 (gain on the futures 
market)= $77.50 per hundredweight. The final price paid exceeds 
the target price by $1 per hundredweight because the basis is $2.50 






Short feeder cattle 
Buys feeder cattle $81 
Futures transaction 
Buys August futures $75.00 
Sells August futures $78.50 
+3.50 
Establishing the Price of Fat Cattle 
Once you have become committed to feeding cattle, the amount 
of money you make depends upon the difference between the selling 
price of the fat stock and the cost of producing them. You can reduce 
uncertainty about production costs by establishing a price for the 
inputs you need at the beginning of the feeding period . Likewise, 
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you can reduce uncertainty about the price of your fat stock by sell-
ing futures for the end of the feeding period. 
In forward pricing fat cattle you take essentially the same steps 
grain producers do in establishing a price for their commodity . 
The first step is to establish a breakeven price by determining the 
fixed and variable costs of production. You may also want to include 
labor costs and return to management. A typical budget is shown in 
Table 5. If the animals are fed to 1,100 pounds (minus 4 percent 
shrink), the breakeven price is $68.98 per hundredweight. 
For the purposes of this discussion, let us suppose that on January 
2 a feeder buys 650-pound feeder steers at $78 per hundredweight 
or $507 per animal, and plans to put on 450 pounds of gain by June 1. 
If the feeder estimates that the cost of gain is $46 per hundredweight 
($207 per animal), each 1,100-pound fat animal will cost $714. The 
feeder will need $64.91 per hundredweight to break even {dis-
regarding the futures commission and interest on the margin, 
which would add another 20¢ to the breakeven price, and shrink) . 
The feeder next determines a target price by localizing the futures 
price for a particular contract month . The futures contract you sell 
Table 5. Estimated Cost of Feeding One Head of Cattle in Illinois, 
1979-80 
Item Estimated costs Your costs 
Variable direct costs 
60Q-pound feeder animal ...... .. ...... . 
Death loss ...... . ..................... . 
Corn .. .. . . . .. ... .. .. ... ... . . . .... . .. . . 
Corn silage .. . . ... ........ . ...... . .. .. . 
Soybean meal . . .............. . ... . .... . 
Urea supplement . . ..... ... .......... .. . 
Veterinary and medical . ......... . .. . . . . 
Power, fuel , repairs . . . . ...... . ..... . .. . 
Marketing, transportation .... . ......... . 












Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.74 
Labor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.20 
Overhead (fixed costs). ......... . ....... 7.00 
Total other costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44.94 
TOTAL COSTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 728.47 
(dollars) 
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should always be for the month closest to the time the cattle will 
be ready for market. Selling a contract for some other month will 
put you in the position of forward pricing fat cattle and at the same 
time speculating on the price spread between futures contracts. 
In Example 11 the feeder selects the June contract. If during the 
delivery month at the local market cash cattle trade at about 50¢ per 
hundredweight below the futures price, then on January 2 the feeder 
can establish a target price for cattle in June of approximately $68.50. 
If the feeder receives this price, he or she will make a profit of $3.59 





Cash transaction Futures transaction 
Breakeven price $64.91 Sells June futures $69 
Sells cash cattle $66.50 Buys June futures $67 
+ 1.59 + 2 
If the feeder decides to hedge, he or she sells a June futures con-
tract on January 2 in an amount approximately equal to the number 
of cattle he or she expects to market in June. On June 1 the feeder 
sells cash cattle at the local market and buys back the futures con-
tracts to close the position. The final price the feeder receives for 
the cattle is $66.50 (price for cash cattle) + $2 (profit on the futures 
transaction) = $68.50 per hundredweight, which is the same as 
the target price. The feeder receives exactly the target price because 
the basis at marketing time is equal to the expected basis . 
In this example hindsight shows that by hedging the feeder makes 
$2 more than if he or she had not hedged. Of course, the situation 
may have turned out quite differently if the futures price had risen . 
The resulting loss in the futures transaction would have been sub-
tracted from the cash price. Because of basis risk, the feeder might 
have received a slightly lower or higher price than the target price . 
Each time you consider whether to forward price, you must make 
a speculative decision based on your view of the market, financial 
constraints, ability to absorb risk, and overall marketing plan. You 
should not hedge routinely. Instead, try to anticipate changes in 
price levels and relative changes between your breakeven price 
and the futures price. The most advantageous time to hedge is 
when the futures price offers a profit and is as high above the break-
even price as you expect it to get. 
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In Example 11 the margin between the breakeven and futures 
prices is fairly large, and the situation is favorable for forward 
pricing. Often, however, the margin is negative. For example, a 
feeder's breakeven price may be around $64 per hundredweight, 
while the relevant futures contract is trading at $62. If the feeder 
were to forward price under those circumstances, he or she would 
probably lose money although if prices later drop the feeder might 
minimize losses by hedging. You can readily avoid the high degree 
of risk in situations such as this one by exercising one of several 
alternatives. First, you have the option of not buying any feeder 
animals or feed and waiting until price relationships are more favor-
able. It is relatively easy to get in or out of the cattle feeding business 
since the fixed costs of feeding cattle are small compared to the vari-
able costs. Other options you can exercise if the forward price is 
not satisfactory are to buy 400-pound rather than 600-pound feeder 
animals, combine feeding on grass with feedlot finishing, or change 
the feeding ration. 
If conditions do happen to be favorable for hedging, you can use 
the futures market in several different ways . You can forward price 
fat stock as in Example 11, or establish the cost of your major in-
puts before beginning the feeding period . The latter procedure 
enables you to determine the breakeven price within a narrow range 
before you purchase your inputs . Another alternative is to estab-
lish forward prices simultaneously for com, feeder cattle, and fat 
cattle. Using this procedure, you can determine a target profit 
level long before you begin the feeding operation. For example, in 
the late summer or fall months you could buy December com futures 
and December feeder cattle futures, and establish target prices for 
these inputs before beginning the feeding operation in late No-
vember. You could at the same time sell June live cattle futures and 
establish a target price for the fat cattle that will be ready for market 
in May. If the margin between the live cattle futures price and your 
target breakeven price is positive, you can establish a target profit 
level for your feeding operation 5 months before feeding begins and 
10 months before the animals go to market. In November you would 
liquidate the com and feeder cattle contracts and purchase these 
inputs in the cash market. You would hold the short June live cattle 
futures contract until you market the cattle in May. By hedging in all 
three markets simultaneously, you could make a substantially higher 
profit at a lower level of risk than if you were to hedge only in the live 
cattle futures market. If you anticipate using this procedure, begin 
monitoring the relationship between the futures prices for feeder 
cattle, com, and fat cattle before feeding begins . You should watch 
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this relationship closely so you will be able to select the most ap-
propriate day for placing hedges in the three markets. 
Establishing the Price of Hogs 
The forward pricing of cattle and hogs is quite similar, and much 
of what has been said about cattle applies almost equally to hogs. 
For example, in hog production it is just as important as in cattle 
production that you have the opportunity to establish a price for 
your major inputs at the beginning of production and a price for 
fat stock at the end of production. Although there is not at present 
a futures contract for feeder pigs, you can use the futures market 
to establish a price for com, soybean meal, fat stock, or all three 
simultaneously. 
One important difference between the two businesses is that 
in hog production producers often combine the breeding and fat-
tening processes into one business, whereas in cattle production 
these processes are usually separate enterprises . This situation has 
both advantages and disadvantages for hog producers . On the one 
hand, when the breeding and fattening processes are integrated 
it is difficult for producers to start up or stop their operations quickly. 
But at the same time they may be able to reduce their production 
costs, and they gain a certain amount of flexibility in the futures 
market. If you are engaged only in hog feeding, you must calculate 
a breakeven price at the beginning of the feeding period and follow 
the same procedure that the cattle feeder does . If, however, you 
are raising feeder pigs and also feeding hogs, you can calculate the 
breakeven price at any of these stages: at breeding time when you 
are anticipating a certain pig crop size, at farrowing time when 
you know the size of the pig crop, at weaning time when the 
feeding begins, or more frequently if you want. Table 6 (page 52) 
shows a typical budget for hog feeding. In this situation the break-
even price for a 230-pound hog is $47.33 per hundredweight. 
Just how and when you sell your hogs is a speculative decision. 
It is extremely important that you monitor the relationship between 
the futures prices and your breakeven prices closely until you see 
a forward pricing opportunity that seems to meet the requirements 
of your hog operation. As in cattle feeding, always pick the contract 
month that is closest to the time your animals will be ready for market. 
If, for example, your hogs are to reach market weight in September, 
then you will want to calculate target prices relative to the October 
futures contract and compare them to your breakeven prices . If 
the results of this comparison are not favorable and you judge that 
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Table 6. Estimated Cost of Feeding One Hog in Illinois, 1980 
Item Estimated costs Your costs 
Variable direct costs 
Feeder pigs . . ... . .. .... .. ... .... ...... . 
Death loss .. ... ......... . ....... ...... . 
Corn ......... .. . .. .. .. .......... . .... . 
Protein supplement .... . . ............. . 
Veterinary and medical .. .. .. . ......... . 
Power, fuel, repairs ... . .... . . . ... . .... . 
Marketing, transportation .... .. .. .. . . .. . 










Interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.19 
Labor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 .60 
Overhead (fixed costs) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.1 0 
Total other costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.89 
TOTAL COSTS ........................... 108.85 
(dollars) 
the situation will improve, you should delay selling futures. If, 
on the other hand, a particular target price is attractive and if it 
is as high as you expect it to get, you may want to sell futures contracts. 
Suppose, for example, that a hog producer is considering hedging 
in the situation represented in Example 12. Assuming that the hog 
producer expects local cash prices in August to be below futures 
by $1 per hundredweight, his or her target price in April for August 
delivery is $49.75. If the producer decides to forward price, the final 
price received will be $51 (cash price) - $1.50 (loss in the futures 
transaction) = $49.50 per hundredweight. The producer misses 
the target price by 25¢, the same amount by which the actual basis 
varies from the expected basis . Hindsight shows that if the producer 
had not hedged, he or she could have received $51 per hundred-
weight. Nevertheless, the producer does receive a price that is $1 
more than the breakeven price and quite close to his or her financial 
objective . Further, if the producer had not been hedged, a sharp de~ 






Breakeven price $48.50 
Sells fat hogs $51 .00 
+2.50 
Futures transaction 
Sells August futures $50.75 




Here are some general guidelines you should follow in develop-
ing a hedging strategy. These guidelines apply equally to a wide 
variety of hedging situations. 
1. Decide on a definite hedging objective. Write down your reasons 
for hedging and for choosing a particular contract month or 
months. This list will help you form a concrete objective and can 
be referred to later when you evaluate your hedging strategy. 
Once you have chosen an objective, avoid changing it merely 
to take advantage of short-term situations in the market. De-
cisions made on the spur of the moment will rarely benefit your 
overall marketing plan. 
2. Discuss your hedging plan with the parties closely involved 
in it. If your lender has a thorough understanding of your hedging 
objective, he or she may be able to simplify the financial trans-
actions required for your marketing plan and increase the fin an-
cial efficiency of your operation. 
3. Know how to calculate your production costs. Fixed costs are 
often the most difficult to calculate . Apportion some of your fixed 
costs between enterprises . For example, you could pay part of 
your taxes from the proceeds of your com crop and part from 
your soybeans, the amount from each depending on the number 
of acres you plant. 
4. Follow the basis closely. You should be familiar with annual 
basis patterns and be able to recognize deviations from these 
patterns. 
5. Hedge a reasonable amount of commodity. Generally, you should 
not hedge more than 75 percent (in many areas no more than 50 
percent) of the commodity you expect to produce. If you hedge 
the full amount and yields do not reach expected levels, you be-
come part speculator. One way to avoid this situation is first to 
sell only a portion of the commodity you expect to produce and then 
consider selling additional portions for each predetermined price 
change in the market. 
6. Keep adequate records. The majority of farm businesses do not 
have satisfactory recording procedures. 
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An additional point you should consider, one that cannot be 
reduced to a general guideline, is that the " human element" plays 
an important part in futures trading. Commodity prices are not 
based strictly on the current supply and demand situation. They 
are influenced by people's expectations and behavior, that is, by 
the way people react to events or even rumors of events that alter 
their expectations - such as tree damage after a frost in the Florida 
citrus area or a large Brazilian soybean export agreement. 
It would be an oversimplification to say that the price of a com-
modity reflects a consensus among all traders. The majority of 
traders simply maintain their positions and do not influence the 
price. They only affect the price when they enter or leave the market. 
They may do so for a variety of reasons. Some make their decisions 
based on economic analysis of the supply and demand situation, 
others according to trading schemes, and some simply act on im-
pulse. The situation is made even more complicated by the fact 
that not all these traders have equally strong positions. In a futures 
contract either the long or short can make money, but not both at 
once. As prices change, traders who are losing money are under pres-
sure to limit their losses by getting out of the market, while the posi-
tions of the traders who are making money become stronger. Pro-
fessional traders become adept at identifying the relative strengths 
and weaknesses of trading positions and buy or sell accordingly 
to make money. Clearly, to devise an effective strategy in the futures 
market, you must take into account not only its more or less predict-
able and quantifiable aspects , but its uncertain human element as 
well . 
Financial Planning with 
Futures Markets 
Why should farmers and lenders participate in futures trading 
as a cooperative venture? The reason is simply that both parties 
stand to gain concrete, tangible benefits . Farmers can potentially 
acquire additional financial capital for expansion or for their 
current production needs, and lenders get the chance to make better 
loans to their farmer clients. Hedging enables farmers to reduce the 
risk of price fluctuation and helps them stabilize their incomes . As 
a result, farmers are more likely to be able to pay off loans, and the 
value of the commodity they offer as collateral is more secure. By 
reducing risk, the futures market can help lenders and their farmer 
clients complete loan agreements according to terms that are bene-
ficial to both parties . 
Business Risk and Financial Risk 
The basis for this cooperative relationship between farmers and 
lenders is their joint concern about reducing risks. For the purposes 
of this discussion, risk is uncertainty of receiving a stated return . 
The two main kinds of risk are business risk and financial risk. 
The former refers to the variation in income that a firm experiences, 
and the latter has to do with a firm's ability to repay its debts. 
The two main sources of business risk in agriculture are uncer-
tainty about prices and uncertainty about quantity. The product 
of price and quantity represents a firm's gross income. The gross 
income varies because farmers can predict neither what price they 
will receive for their commodities nor how much commodity they 
will be able to produce. 
Farmers need to determine the exact nature of their quantity 
risks, for the nature of the risk determines what effect it might have 
on the farm business and what action the farmer can take to gain 
some protection. It is important that farmers know whether the 
quantity risk is permanent, seasonal, or temporary; whether it is 
benign or serious, worldwide, national, or local; whether it refers 
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to a large group of enterprises or simply to a single enterprise; and 
whether the factors that have affected quantity might also affect 
the quality of the commodity. 
The degree to which a farm business will be threatened by quan-
tity risk depends on three factors. One is the amount of funds 
that can be raised to purchase resources that are necessary for pro-
duction. The second is the farmer's ability to combine these resources 
efficiently in producing a commodity. And the third is external 
conditions, such as weather, over which the farmer has little or no 
control. These conditions make the task of reducing quantity risk 
especially difficult. It is fair to say, however, that modem agri-
cultural technology and genetics research have reduced this risk 
considerably. Farmers can now grow, maintain, harvest, and store 
large quantities of high yielding crops fairly quickly and con-
veniently. 
Farmers have somewhat less control over price risk. Most are 
price takers; that is, they must simply accept the prices that are 
offered to them. Only rarely are they able to set their own prices. As 
a result, they face a high degree of price risk. By using the futures 
market properly, they can reduce these risks substantially. 
Because farmers are always subject to price and quantity risks, 
or business risk, they also face substantial financial risk. Financial 
risk is the possibility that a firm may not earn enough from its 
equity capital to pay off its debts . Price fluctuation can create vary-
ing degrees of financial difficulty for farmers. 
First, it may happen that a farmer's profit level is not quite as 
high as expected. The cause is usually that the farmer's estimate of 
input prices, output prices, or both are too optimistic. In some cases 
the farmer may not have any choice but to sell his or her commodity 
for a less than satisfactory price. The results are often inability to 
repay debts fully and some disappointing additions to the lender's 
file on the borrower. 
A second and even more serious possibility is that the farmer 
may not make any profit at all. If that happens, he or she may have 
to liquidate assets to repay debts and meet living expenses, and borrow 
additional money. The result is that the farmer's net worth is re-
duced, his or her business decreases in size, and it becomes more 
difficult for the farmer to repay the now increased debt and continue 
living at the level to which he or she is accustomed. 
The third and worst possibility is that the firm's losses might 
exceed its equity. In that case the firm has no choice but voluntary 
or involuntary bankruptcy. These situations demand particular 
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forbearance on the part of creditors. Almost inevitably, the likeli-
hood that the firm will be able to borrow in the future is permanently 
impaired. By forward pricing selectively, the farmer may eliminate, 
or at least lessen, the risk of these financial problems. 
A fourth unfavorable possibility results from quantity risk. 
Ironically, it can occur when a farmer takes measures that are in-
tended to reduce price risk. Suppose, for example, that a farmer 
uses a cash contract to fix the price of a commodity. If the farmer then 
fails to produce as much commodity as promised, he or she may 
have to buy the difference between the quantity produced and the 
amount required by the contract. These additional purchases could 
lead to any one of the financial setbacks discussed above. 
The same problem can occur in the futures market, although it 
is much less common. A trader who has hedged more than he or she 
is able to produce is put in the position of speculating in the amount 
by which the futures contract exceeds the amount of commodity 
produced. But because the futures market is much more flexible 
than the typical cash contract, the trader can quickly adjust his or 
her market position to avoid these situations. The best way to avoid 
futures speculation and its risks is to hedge less than the anticipated 
yield. 
The Farmer-Lender-Broker Relationship 
Farmers tend to be concerned mainly with 1:-usiness risk, and 
lenders are usually more occupied by financial risk. It is obvious, 
however, that the two kinds of risk are closely related. Reducing 
price risk, the main source of business risk, also reduces financial 
risk. Farmers and lenders should, therefore, be able to achieve 
their goals more efficiently by assessing both kinds of risk jointly 
and by working together to reduce those risks. In that way farmers 
can acquire the additional capital they need, and lenders can improve 
the quality of their loans . 
Farmers and lenders can accomplish their joint task by follow-
ing sound record-keeping, forecasting, and marketing proce-
dures. The lender needs to examine the farmer's financial records to 
learn how the business has performed in the past. Balance sheets 
and income statements should help the lender assess the business 
risk and financial risk the firm has experienced. Another impor-
tant procedure the farmer and lender should use is to make a cash-
flow projection. This procedure involves recording the income 
and expenses that are anticipated for each month . The projection 
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should show how much money will be available from sales during 
different periods and how much will be needed and when to cover 
production costs, family living expenses, taxes, payments, debts, 
and capital investment. The primary benefit of making a cash-flow 
projection is that the farmer and lender can develop reasonable 
expectations about the future of the business, and then as the months 
go by compare its projected performance with its actual performance. 
It is much easier to make a cash-flow projection if the farmer knows 
in advance what the prices of his or her inputs and outputs will be. 
Farmers and lenders should decide jointly when it is appropriate 
to establish these prices through a cash forward contract or futures 
contract. The cash contract, while giving a single known price at 
a specific time, increases quantity risk and provides little flexi-
bility. The other alternative, the futures contract, establishes the 
price only within a fairly narrow range. Nevertheless, even though 
it does not reduce price risk as much as the cash contract, the futures 
contract is a more flexible tool. Further, it offers a higher price 
than the cash contract and increases the farmer's chances of making 
a profit. The price range the futures contract establishes can be used 
to make a fairly sophisticated cash-flow projection that takes into 
account the possibility that the farmer might receive either the high, 
medium, or low price in the range. The futures market can introduce 
far more certainty into the cash-flow projection than if the farmer 
were producing to an unknown price. 
In deciding which, if any, of these marketing tools to use, the 
farmer and lender should work through the three main hedging 
steps together and make the hedging decision in conjunction with 
their examination of financial records. For, in order to compute the 
breakeven price, they need to know the farmer's production costs, 
and in order to decide for what period to calculate a target price, they 
need to have in mind their cash-flow requirements. 
It is best for the farmer and lender to develop a diversified pricing 
plan. A diversified plan involves pricing inputs and outputs at 
different times throughout the year rather than all at once . For 
example, a farmer and lender may decide to forward sell portions 
of a grain crop before planting, after planting but before harvest, 
at harvest time, and after harvest. To develop a plan such as this the 
farmer and lender need to meet at least quarterly to review financial 
records. They should decide on the basis of cash-flow projections, 
production costs, and the amount of risk that the business can 
carry when to forward price and how much output or input to hedge. 
If in carrying out their pricing plan the farmer and lender use the 
futures market extensively, they need to give the futures market 
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broker (account executive) a prominent role in the cooperative rela-
tionship. All three parties can gain something from this relation-
ship. The farmer receives debt and equity capital; the lender gets 
security and concrete evidence that the farmer's business is viable 
and profitable; and the broker gains an opportunity to ensure more 
trading and continuous contact with the futures market. By acting 
jointly, all three can gain more of what they want than if they were 
to act independently. Their relationship should be successful as 
long as certain requirements and conditions are met . 
One important requirement is that the lender have plenty of in-
formation about the farmer's situation in addition to basic lending 
data. If the farmer is hedged, the lender should know how much the 
farmer has hedged, how much actual or potential commodity the 
farmer has available, what prices are involved, and what the state 
of the farmer's market position is until the commodity is turned 
into cash. Above all, the lender must keep abreast of the brokerage 
account and stay in contact with the broker. 
The broker does more than simply perform the hedging trans-
action. Because the broker has important information that both the 
farmer and lender need, there must be sufficient rapport among the 
three participants that they can easily review the brokerage account 
on a regular basis . The farmer and lender should review the account 
weekly or monthly to see how the trade stands and how the margin is 
changing. Further, the farmer should see that the broker provides the 
lender with a statement of the details of the transaction. This state-
ment typically indicates the number of contracts transacted, the plac-
ing date of the transaction, the maturity date, the price per unit, and 
the brokerage fees . The farmer should neither change his or her posi-
tion nor withdraw margin money unless the lender agrees that it is 
appropriate to do so. 
It is vitally important that the lender agree beforehand to meet 
any margin calls. The farmer is rarely able to meet these calls alone. 
Whether the farmer and lender agree to terminate the trade before 
maturity if there are several adverse calls in succession or carry the 
contract through to maturity, the lender should be prepared to post 
margin and should make it clear to the other parties concerned in 
the transaction that he or she accepts this responsibility. The lender 
could establish a separate line of credit, one that is distinct from 
the original loan, through which margin calls could be paid. But 
it would be better if the lender were simply to agree to meet margin 
calls. No doubt, the lender will have to explain the reasons for this 
arrangement with his or her superiors. They will need to know that 
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losses in either the cash or futures market are generally offset by 
concurrent increases in the other market and that, as a result, the 
value of the cash commodity held in collateral is relatively secure . 
The responsibility for meeting margin calls will seem less burden-
some in view of the consideration that if a favorable price movement 
in the futures market increases the account, the money gained really 
belongs to the lender. The farmer should encourage the lender to 
draw these surpluses out both to reduce interest charges and to im-
press the lender with his or her financial responsibility. 
Some of the conditions of the cooperative relationship should be 
formalized through written documents after the three participants 
receive confirmation of the original trade. First, there should be a 
written agreement that the loan is linked with the futures position 
and that the position will not be altered or closed unless the hedger 
and lender agree to do so. This agreement should also specify what 
will be done with any surplus margin money that accumulates . 
It is usually advisable to use part or all of this surplus to help pay 
back the loan . Second, since it is essential to the success of the rela-
tionship that all parties be well informed, the broker should regularly 
send the farmer and lender a statement of the margin account. This 
statement and the written agreement help legitimize the transac-
tion. They can also serve as useful learning tools for future transac-
tions and are an important part of good management practice. 
In summary, the farmer is responsible for seeing that the lender 
knows why he wants to use the futures market and needs the loan 
and funds for margin calls. Both the farmer and broker are respon-
sible for seeing that the lender is well informed about the current 
state of the farmer's market position. The lender's primary respon-
sibility is to supervise the loan and determine whether it has been 
successful when the transaction is completed. 
An illustration will show how this cooperative relationship should 
work. Assume that a trader goes long in the market by hedging corn 
at $3.25 per bushel and that the initial hedge margin is $1,000. The 
$1,000 is the amount of equity or original capital the farmer has in 
the transaction. At a suitable time after the transaction has been made, 
the lender and farmer review the progress of the trade. As shown in 
Table 7, the price has risen . Because the value of the position 
has increased by $250, the equity is now $1,250. The original capital 
remaining is $750 after the lender draws $250 out. A second review 
shows that a further price rise has increased the equity back up to 
$1,150. Another favorable price movement during the third period 
moves the equity up by $100. The original capital remaining in the 
transaction is now only $500 because the lender has withdrawn 
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Table 7. A Hedger Withdrawing Surplus Margin Money 
Price Position 
per unit value Capital Equity 
(dollars) 
Original trade (long) .. . ...... . 3.25 0 1,000 1,000 
Review period 1 ....... . ... . . . 3.30 +250 1,000 1,250 
Capital withdrawal of $250 .... +250 750 1,000 
Review period 2 . ............. 3.33 +400 750 1,150 
Review period 3 ........ . ..... 3.35 +500 750 1,250 
Capital withdrawal of $250 ... . + 500 500 1,000 
another $250. In this situation the farmer uses the $500 surplus to 
pay off the loan. The farmer and lender could also agree to use only 
part of the sum to pay off the loan and leave a portion in reserve in 
case of adverse price movements. Regardless of the exact way they 
choose to use this surplus, at least part should be available to reduce 
the farmer's debt . 
In this situation favorable price movements increase the equity. 
Assuming that review period 3 is just prior to contract maturity, 
the farmer can sell at $3 .35 to get out of the market and gain 10¢ per 
unit on the transaction, not including market charges. The total 
gain is 10¢ (increase in price per bushel) x 5,000 bushels (standard 
contract size) = $500. It is reasonable to expect, however, that the 
price of the corn the farmer wishes to purchase in the local cash market 
has also risen . That price rise is offset somewhat by the farmer's 
gain in the futures market . Through this marketing operation, 
the farmer successfully hedges his or her corn purchase against the 
risk of a rise in prices, and the lender manages a better loan. 
The farmer and lender can accomplish their purposes just as ef-
fectively when there are adverse price movements in the futures 
market. Suppose that a farmer who plans to sell corn in the future 
forward prices at $3.25 per bushel to become short futures. Assume 
also that the price changes are the same as in Table 7 and that the 
original equity and capital are again $1,000 for a hedged position. 
Table 8 (page 62) shows that by the first review period the price has 
risen to $3 .30, so that the farmer has a paper loss on this contract of 5¢ 
per bushel x 5,000 bushels= $250. Although the capital remains the 
same, the equity falls by $250 to $750. By the second review there has 
been a further price rise of 3¢. As a result, the farmer suffers an ad-
ditional paper loss of $150, and the equity is reduced to $600. The 
farmer now receives a margin call from the broker since the minimum 
maintenance margin level is $750. In response, the farmer injects 
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Table 8. A Hedger Meeting a Margin Call 
Price 
per unit 
Original trade (short) . . . . . . . . . 3.25 
Review period 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.30 
Review period 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.33 
Margin call of $400 . . ........ . 
















$400 into the transaction to raise the capital investment to $1,400 
and bring the equity to $1,000. By the time the third review period 
comes around the farmer has suffered another loss, this time of $100. 
This loss reduces the equity to $900. There is no margin call, however, 
because the equity is still greater than the maintenance margin of 
$750. The farmer still has $1,400 invested in the transaction. 
Because the futures price has risen, the farmer must buy back the 
contract at a higher price than the original sales price. The lender may 
initially consider this situation very serious. Actually, it is not since 
if futures prices are rising so are cash prices. At the same time that 
the contract loses value, the cash com increases in value . Because 
this increase enables the farmer to recoup his or her losses in the 
futures market, the lender should be willing to loan the farmer the 
$400 needed to meet the margin call. 
The lender should not in general be hesitant to supply margin 
money when there are unfavorable price movements in the futures 
market. They do not determine the overall profitability of the busi-
ness. Because the hedger operates in both the cash and futures mar-
kets, his or her profit depends entirely on the basis or relationship 
between cash and futures prices. The fact that there is some uncer-
tainty involved in predicting basis movements should not discour-
age lenders from participating in a cooperative relationship with 
farmers and brokers. Basis risk is usually much less than the risk of 
price level changes . Farmers and lenders can confirm this fact by ex-
amining basis tables or better yet by keeping records of futures and 
cash prices and then simulating various marketing plans to see how 
the risks compare. You can obtain basis tables and past prices either 
from the agricultural experiment station at your local land-grant 
university, from your broker, or from a local cash merchant. 
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The futures market presents an excellent opportunity for farmers 
and lenders to accomplish their goals through a cooperative rela-
tionship . The relationship will be fruitful as long as farmers and 
lenders follow carefully the procedures and guidelines discussed 
in this publication. Of course, the futures market will not invariably 
be the best option for both parties . Before entering into a cooperative 
relationship, farmers and lenders should consider carefully how 
compatible their objectives are and how effectively they could ac-
complish them by using the futures market together. The lender 
should ask these questions when considering a proposed marketing 
plan that will rely heavily on the futures market: 
1. Is this proposal the best use of the funds required? 
2. What are the repayment periods? 
3. Will the customer take his business elsewhere if I ask that certain 
conditions be met? How serious would the loss of this customer 
be? 
4. How much time do I have to learn what I need to know about the 
futures market? 
5. How does the concept of futures trading mesh with the policies 
of my lending institution? 
6. What should be my relationship with the broker? How can margin 
transactions be arranged for the mutual convenience of all parties? 
7. How would the hedge affect my view of the farmer's collateral? 
8. What would be the easiest way for me to supervise the loan? 
What role would I play if there were adverse price movements? 
The producer should ask these questions when he or she is consider-
ing using the futures market in cooperation with a lender and broker: 
1. What are my marketing goals and objectives? 
2. How would my borrowing this money affect my business, exist-
ing debt load, future borrowing potential, and the capacity of 
my farm to bear risk? 
3. How and when could I repay this money? 
4. Is the proposed plan better than any alternative method? 
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5. How much of my independence would I lose by participating in 
a cooperative relationship with the lender and broker? 
6. How much time could I devote to following the market? 
7. What are my marketing alternatives? 
If the farmer and lender do decide to use the futures market, they 
should carefully think through these questions together: 
1. Are the financial statements in order, and are the cash-flow pro-
jections reasonable? 
2. What is the current basis, and how is it expected to change? 
3. What are the production costs, breakeven prices, and target prices? 
4. What contract months should be used? 
5. How many contracts should be bought or sold? 
6. How will we handle margin calls and surplus margin money? 
7. What cash markets will be used when the hedges are terminated? 
